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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

DEFENSE SCIENCE
BOARD

1 December 1979

Honorable Harold Brown
Secretary of Defense
Pentagon, Room 3E880
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Harold,

The executive summary is so short that I don't believe I need to "gist"
it. Let me simply note that we have spent several years worrying about
whether or not we could develop a supersonic, high performance V/STOL
aircraft that could replace Navy, and perhaps Air Force, high performance
CTOL aircraft. According to this report, our priority has been wrong.
If we accept the fact that we need a nucleus of CTOL high performance
aircraft (and the carriers and airfields they require) in order to main-
tain air superiority and a heavy load strike capability, then subsonic
V/STOL aircraft added to these forces will increase the size of the
strike force while at the same time the whole force would be more flex-
ible and survivable, beginning in the mid 1980s. 4he Task Force concludes
that our priorities should be adjusted so that we no longer look for a
V/STOL to replace CTOL, but rather we seek an optimum CTOL-V/STOL mix,
beginning in the mid 1980s. Technology and strategy will probably
dictate an evolution toward a higher V/STOL mix, including high perfor-
mance supersonic types by the year 2000, and we should invest in being
prepared to support that. ..

The subsonic V/STO support aircraft could be an important part of the
extended horizon C= support for ships and units not having direct support
from a large carrier or air base. The subsonic V/STOL combat aircraft
could be another important way to distribute our offensive force, and to
provide increased capability to strike the type of dynamic target which
the cruise missile cannot'strike.

I believe that we need to get V/STOL aircraft into an operational status
in the Navy and Air Force, as well as the Marine Corps. Only then will
we be able to fully understand their potential.

Sincerely,

Eugene G. Fubini
Chairman

Attachment
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

2 0 NOV 1979
DEFENSE SCIENCE

BOARD

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Task Force on V/STOL
Aircraft

The subject report is forwarded, fulfilling the charter
provided by the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering. the main conclusions are contained in the
Executive Summary. The Task Force concludes generally that
V/STOL aircraft in various subsonic and supersonic configur-
ations are technologically supportable over the next several
decades. Perhaps more importantly, the Task Force benefited
from active participation of all of the Services, and saw
strong support for V/STOL aircraft in useful military missions.
The front-end investment may be high, however, the pay-off is
considered to be potentially in excess of that investment.

Thank you for the opportunity to chair this Task Force. It
has been a rewarding endeavor which I trust will be of bene-
fit in making important decisions on our future military and
naval forces.

Courtland D. Per ins
Chairman
DSB Task Force on

V/STOL Aircraft
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DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

Task Force on V/STOL Aircraft

Background

At the request of Dr. William Perry, Under Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering, a Task Force of the Defense Science Board (DSB) was organized to
review the status of V/STOL technology and to seek out new concepts and V/STOL
capabilities. The Terms of Reference is included as Appendix A.

The major thrust of this study was to examine the state of the art in the
various technologies that support V/STOL capabilities, the projection of these
technologies into new configuration possibilities with improving performance
potential, and to measure against them the emerging operational concerns of the
Armed Services in the expectation that military weapons possibilities will be
improved.

The first phase of the Task Force (conducted in 1978) focused on technology.
The second phase of the Task Force had two meetings to develop background in the
matching of technology with missions; one was on 10 April and the second on 13 June
1979. Both meetings were held at the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) building
in Washington, D.C. A final five-day meeting of the Task Force was held at the
NAS Summee Study Facility at Woods Hole, Massachusetts from 25-29 June 1979. This
report covers the conclusions arrived at as a result of these meetings and is
presented to the Chairman, DSB and Dr. Perry as fulfilling their basic charge.

This report is presented in two sections. One deals with the mission con-
cerns of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines, and how they might be resolved
through the application of modern V/STOL capabilities. The second section deals
with new V/STOL concepts that have emerged as the result of this advancing state
of the art. Real operational concerns and viable V/STOL solutions are identified.

The Terms of Reference for both phases of the study are provided as Appendix A.
The agenda for Task Force meetings are included in Appendix B. Sample supporting
data presented to the Task Force is provided in Appendix C.

The Committee that coordinated this study and developed the report included
the following:

Dr. Leonard Roberts Dr. Leland D. Strom
NASA Ames Research Center Delphi Corporation

Mr. Richard E. Kuhn Mr. Charles E. Myers
Newport News, VA Aerocounsel, Inc.

Mr. E. C. Simpson Professor David C. Hazen
Wright-Patterson AFB Princeton University

Professor Jack L. Kerrebrock Admiral James H. Holloway, USN (Ret.)
M. I. T. Arlington, VA

1



Mr. J. J. Welch, Jr. Dr. Courtland D. Perkins, Chairman
Vought Corporation National Academy of Engineering

Professor James W. Mar Cdr Robert C. Powers, USN, Exec. Sec.
M. I.T. Defense Science Board

Dr. Norman Grossman
Fairchild Republic Co.
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Executive Summary

Y/STOL Status

The only V/STOL aircraft operational today are the helicopter and a subsonic
combat aircraft of British design, the AV-8A Harrier. The unique capability of
the helicopter is of such importance to the Armed Services that it is widely used
despite its relatively poor performance in terms of range, speed, maintainability
and operating cost compared to fixed wing aircraft.

The Harrier is now employed by the RAF, the Royal Navy Air Arm and the U.S.
Marines as a partial solution to the problem of dispersal of land-based tactical
aircraft and to provide increased operational flexibility for sea-based aircraft.

The AV-8B, an improved version of the Harrier is now being tested and repre-
sents a significant improvement. In the STOL mode, it is competitive with CTOL
combat aircraft of its size, and it retains the flexibility of V/STOL with adequate
payload capacity. The AV-BB has demonstrated its ability to use a "ski-jump"
STOL takeoff which provides increased payload using a short runway.

Advances in the technology associated with engines, structures, control
systems and avionics, in conjunction with the emergence of new configurational
concepts, have reduced the penalties in cost and performance that have tradition-
ally attended V/STOL aircraft. Subsonic V/STOL aircraft with useful payloads are
a reality for the 1980s. Low supersonic V/STOL aircraft could be available in
the 1990s, and high performance supersonic V/STOL aircraft could be operational
by the year 2000.

Mission/Technology Matching

In light of both needs and the availability of technology, the pattern that
emerges for V/STOL aircraft is as follows:

1. Suibonlc support aircraft are needed by the Navy and can be developed
through the use of existing technology in the near term, i.e., the 1980s.

2. Subsonic combat aircraft are needed by the Marines, the Navy and the
Air Force. STOL versions can evolve from existing configurations with
little compromises in performance, during the 1980s. VTOL versions
beyond the Harrier could also be developed but will continue to have
lower than conventional range and payload capability until further
technology is provided.

3. Supersonic combat aircraft will be needed by the year 2000 and will
depend on technology developments that are not currently available.
This technology will result only if a sustained effort is undertaken
over the next decade.

General Conclusions and Recommendations

The following conclusions and recommendations have general applicability
to all of the Armed Services.
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The ability of the tfiitaryv$trces to conduct their respective missions
can be enhanced by the timely introduction of V/STOL aircraft. The number
of potential mission improvements, coupled with the need for increased
survivability and operational flexibility, provides a convincing case for
the accelerated development of an enhanced V/STOL capability.

2) The technology will currently support significant improvements in those
aircraft configurations that are not radical departures from existing
classes of V/STOL aircraft, notably variants of the helicopter and of the
subsonic combat aircraft, the Harrier. a

3) V/STOL combat aircraft of modest subsonic capability could also evolve;
however, substantial technology investments must be made in order to permit
a completely new high performance supersonic VISTOL combat aircraft.

Recommendations (in order of priority)

It is recommended that:.

1. Each of the Armed Services be requested by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense to determine which of its missions can benefit from an enhanced V/STOL
capability and to concentrate a suitable portion of its R&D resources on a
specific technology development and demonstration program that assures rapid
progress toward this capability. An effective mechanism for coordinating
these efforts with each other and with related efforts in NASA should be
established by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

2. In an overall program of V/STOL technology development, particular attention
should be given to the following:

a. Improvements in vectored thrust aircraft design that will result from
advances in engine technology, control system technology, the use of
composite structures and careful integration of the airframe and
propulsion system. (Including in-flight thrust vectoring formaneuverability.)

b. Technology demonstration of an integrated fault tolerant engine/
airframe control system for V/STOL aircraft.

c. A lift-engine program that will provide the necessary technology by
1985 to support future engine developments.

Specific Conclusions and Recommendations

The following conclusions and recommendations are applicable to the appropriate
Military Service as indicated below:

U.S. Navy

Conclusions

1. The Navy must develop V/STOL aircraft in conjunction with appropriate surface
ships and weapon systems in order to be effective in the threat environment
through the year 2000 and beyond.
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2. It is likely that a high-altitude high-speed (subsonic) V/STOL aircraft
confi.-ired for the AEW, ASW and missileer roles will produce the most
Iwediate increase in capability, possibly by 1990. Such an aircraft
' o£gd be used in conjunction with the larger carriers and with a new class
of smaller carriers, and would be of great value in providing noncarrier
task groups with an "eye-in-the-sky". The technology for such an aircraft
currently exists but requires flight demonstration at the earliest oppor-
tunity.

3. It is not yet clear whether a low-altitude low- speed V/STOL aircraft such
as the Tilt Rotor or the ABC will provide a sufficiently increased capa-
bility, beyond that provided by the helicopter, to justify development by
the Navy. Demonstration of the technology for these variants of the
helicopter should continue, if possible.

4. A supersonic V/STOL replacement of the F14/Fl8 mix will be required and will
be a particularly valuable asset after the year 2000 as the large carrier
task force is reduced. Extensive technology efforts are required, in the
area of airframe, propulsion, control system integrated design for the
horizontal attitude configurations, and in the area of the aircraft, pilot,
ship interface for vertical attitude configurations, before such a replace-
ment is feasible.

Recommendations (in order or priority)

It is recommended that:

1. The Navy concentrate its currently meagre V/STOL R&D resources on a smaller
number of concepts and on a few specific technology development and demon-
stration activities:

a. Give priority to the demonstration of a high-altitude high-speed
(subsonic) V/STOL aircraft utilizing existing components (for example,
the S3A airframe and the Pegasus engines) that would serve as a
technical reference point and provide for the in-flight evaluation
of future aircraft concepts (i.e., AEW, ASW, missileer in this class).

b. Complete the evaluation of the helicopter derivatives (i.e., Tilt Rotor
and ABC) and Harrier derivatives (AV-8B) including in-flight investi-
gations in the ship environment.

c. Terminate the Thrust Augmented Wing (TAW) Program. It is unlikely that
the present configuration will lead to an operationally useful aircraft
or produce sufficiently new technical information to justify the expense
of a continuing program.

d. For the X-wlng concept, emphasize ground-based investigations aimed at
understanding the dynamic behavior and performance of the rotor system
at a scale more representative of a mission article.

2. The Navy give serious consideration to building a V/STOL support ship (VSS).
Such a ship would be a valuable asset with currently available aircraft and
would provide the means to develop V/STOL aircraft and V/STOL specialized
platforms in parallel. This ship could employ an AV-8 derivative, a missileer
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aircraft, surveillance aircraft and helicopters. With the introduction
of high-altitude, high-speed subsonic support aircraft for ASW or AEW
missions, along with the potential available through the development of
new concepts such as SLAT and SOJM, such a vessel would be able to conduct
independent military operations across the full spectrum of naval warfare
(but not replace large carrier capability).

3. As a longer-term continuing effort, the Navy should conduct both mission
related studies and technology programs to better understand the role of
advanced V/STOL aircraft in future Naval operations:

a. Conduct studies involving a spectrum of vessel, aircraft and weapon
concepts including supersonic fighters, SLAT concepts, the VSS and
other ships, to provide guidance in thd development of future force
structures.

b. Consider V/STOL designs that do not require engine-out vertical landing
capability but instead depend on increased engine and control system
reliability (including escape system reliability) to achieve safety and
mission success.

U.S. Marine Corps

Conclusion

The Marine Corps has well-defined mission requirements for both V/STOL sub-
sonic combat aircraft such as the Harrier AV-8B and for helicopter or
helicopter-derived support aircraft. When high performance supersonic
combat aircraft become available they will greatly enhance the Marine Corps'
concept of operations.

Recommendations (in order of priority)

It is recommended that:

1. Procurement of the AV-8B should proceed, to permit a complete evaluation
of advanced STOL and STOVL operations,

2. The Marine Corps continue to build on their operational experience with
V/STOL aircraft and cqntinue to evolve and refine operational concepts,
support systems and C3 arrangements for operations from dispersed sites.

U.S. Air Force

Concl us ions

1. An immediate need for the Air Force is to develop the ability to operate
from damaged runways or dispersed sites where takeoff and landing distances
may not exceed 1500 to 2000 feet. Although V/STOL aircraft may be an
eventual requirement, STOL aircraft having balanced field performance
(such as ability to take off and land on a sod field) deserve early atten-
tion.
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2. Operation from dispersed sites will involve new methods of logistic and
mintenance support, the development of a resilient and flexible C3 system,
and the introduction of a new air distribution system employing such air-
craft as the AMST.

Recommendations (in order of priority)

1. The Air Force undertake a thorough examination of STOL and STOVL technology
as it relates to the design of combat, support and transport aircraft in
the context of the European airbase vulnerability problem, including:

a. An evaluation of the AV-BA and AV-BB as a STOVL aircraft, and its use
as a means of assessing the logistic, maintenance, command and control
problems associated with the operation from dispersed sites.

b. A study of existing powered lift technology and its possible use in
the modification of current combat aircraft to permit their deployment
from short runways. (We should also look at modifying current aircraft
landing gear to be able to use sod field.)

c. A review of the role of the AMST or improved versions as a logistics
aircraft capable of operation from runways of 1500-2000 feet in length.

d. An assessment of the necessary technology in aerodynamics, propulsion
and control systems that would permit the introduction of a new genera-
tion of supersonic STOL and STOVL aircraft during the 1990s.

U.S. Army

Concl us ion

V/STOL aircraft, other than helicopters, appear to be generally incompatible
with Army missions, due to their higher downwash and poor hovering efficiency.

Recommendations (in order of priority)

1. The heavy lift helicopter technology program should be strengthened, if
necessary, in light of the potential need for this capability in the NATO
theater and elsewhere.

2. A clearer rationale for Army interest in the ABC and the Tilt Rotor, should
be developed, recognizing that these programs primarily address the technology
for rotorcraft having speeds in excesz. of 300 mph.
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Introduction

The quest for higher and higher performance military aircraft has, over the
past several decades, led inexorably to the need for longer and longer runways
to accommodate land based aircraft and to larger and more sophisticated carrier
decks for sea based aircraft including the use of angled decks, catapults and
arresting gear. The complexity of the bases and the dependence upon sophisticated
support systems for full mission capability has made tactical air operations
vulnerable to a growing spectrum of counter-air weaponry.

Main operating air bases and aircraft carriers are prominent, unconcealable,
easily targeted and subject to attack from a variety of long range weapons. The
problem is aggravated by the accepted rule that only the enemy has the option of
initiating hostilities, thus we must accept, and absorb, the first blow.

Key elements of the bases are the runways and taxiways of the airfields and
the decks, catapults and arresting gear of the carriers. There has been a grow-
ing feeling among our military thinkers that dependence upon these elements must
be reduced if tactical air power is to remain a viable and meaningful factor in
modern warfare. The need to operate from damaged runways or carrier decks as
well as the possibility that it may prove desirable to disperse aircraft among
larger numbers of smaller fields or ships has provided renewed interest in the
requirement for vertical or short take-off and landing aircraft. Such machines S
fall into the broad aeronautical field referred to as V/STOL covering many techni-
cal possibilities with many different tradeoffs. V/STOL has been a technical
capability of interest for many years, but except for a very few cases, this
interest has been developed primarily by technologists rather than military
operators.

During the past few years several things have happened to make V/STOL capa-
bility more attractive to the operators. The first is that the technologies in
engines, structures, stability and control and avionics have all been improving
rapidly making the cost differential in performance, maintainability, and dollars
between a V/STOL design and conventional takeoff and landing, or CTOL, design
less severe. The second is that the facts of operational life make it important S
that all branches of the Armed Services consider seriously takeoff and landing
operational requirements. This new concern of the four Services is the major
rationale for this study. How serious are these concerns? What can technology
do today to resolve some of these operational problems? Do we have an adequately
funded research and development program focused on the important elements of
these states of the art? And what steps should be taken to introduce some of S
these important new capabilities into the operational forces? These were the
factors addressed by the DSB task force, and it is hoped that this report may
shed some light on possible solutions to these questions.

V/STOL is an old subject that has generated great enthusiasm, particularly
in the technical community, over many years. There have been many studies such S
as this one. The first for the Department of Defense was undertaken in 1959 for
Dr. Herbert York, then Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E).
This study group upon reviewing V/STOL technology and service requirements rec-
ommended the development of a V/STOL logistic aircraft that could carry a six-
ton payload. It was a tilt-wing turboprop, considered by a majority of the
technical community of that day as perhaps the most feasible solution. A 0
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prototype program was initiated supported on a tri-Service basis (Army, Navy and
Air Force); the program involved the construction of five airplanes designated
the XC-142 for operational testing. Four of these aircraft flew and proved (a)
that the technology wasn't quite as ready as the enthusiasts believed, (b) that
an airplane with a vertical takeoff and landing capability would about double its
payload if allowed a short (500') ground roll and, most importantly, (c) none of
the three Services were really interested in the airplane--they didn't want to
pay the additional cost for this V/STOL over an equivalent CTOL, in dollars,
handling qualities or complexities. A number of operational capabilities peculiar
to V/STOL were demonstrated in the XC-142 program. However, these capabilities
were not judged to be sufficiently attractive at that time to offset the cost
penalties associated with V/STOL capability. One remaining XC-142 rests in the -

Air Force museum at Wright Field.

A second serious V/STOL program that got further than a study phase was the
cooperative effort between the United States Air Force and the Federal Republic
of Germany, the US/FRG program. This was a fighter development that asked for
everything. Its motivation was dispersal and focused on the intercept and the
ground attack missions. The airplane was to have supersonic capability and was
designed around the lift plus lift/cruise engine concept. This program went far
down the development road, including wind tunnel tests and much detail design,
but was ultimately cancelled. Its major difficulties were that (a) the USAF
operators didn't really feel that dispersal, as envisioned at that time, was
essential, (b) the lift plus lift/cruise engine concept was complex and resulted
in much operational complication, and (c) the single engine-out requirement that
called for an ability to prevent out-of-control rotation subsequent to the loss
of an engine resulted in a massive configuration involving four retractable lift
engines and two lift/cruise engines.

There have been many other V/STOL development projects involving a myriad
of concepts--these include tail sitters or chin hangers, the so called Vertical
Attitude Takeoff and Landing (VATOL) aircraft, as well as helicopters, compound
helicopters, tilt wings, tilt rotors, fan in wings, flow augmentation systems,
lift plus lift/cruise, and many others. The only V/STOL configurations that
have made it into operations have been the pure helicopters and, more recently,
the medium bypass turbofan vectored thrust arrangement. The helicopters can
provide direct VTOL capability for the least horsepower and downwash. This
capability is contributing to all military services and to the commercial world
as well. It is a capability of such importance, that the limitations of the
helicopter--low speed, poor range, and marginal maintainability--are acceptable
when measured against what it can do. The pure helicopter has been developed
today to a point where its deficiencies have been minimized within the limits
of current technology. Attempts to increase helicopter performance capabilities -

further have resulted in higher costs and complexities, increased downwash, and
in some cases decreases in safety.

The only other type of V/STOL aircraft operational is the British designed
Harrier or AV-8A. This aircraft and its follow-on version, the AV-8B, has been
under development for about 25 years and has resulted in a reliable aircraft
with a real military capability. It is a single engine vectored thrust configu-
ration that can take off vertically with a reasonable payload, can improve this
payload significantly with a short ground roil, and perform ground support
missions of significance. The U.S. Marines, the Royal Air Force and the Royal
Navy Air Arm are all being equipped with these aircraft as a solution to the
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dispersal problems of the land based aircraft and for increased carrier opera-
tional flexibility for sea based versions. It has been demonstrated that for a
given takeoff roll the range payload characteristics of the AV-8A and B can be
significantly increased through the use of an angled ramp or "ski jump".

To deal with this myriad of concepts with which the V/STOL field abounds,
it is useful to develop a scale by which the maturity of the technology involved
may be judged. The least mature may be termed a "demonstrable phenomonology".
At this stage of evolution, the existence of a physical phenomenon has been
demonstrated, frequently only at model scale, but many questions about scaling
effects, mechanical complexity, and the like, remain unanswered. All of the
concepts reviewed by the Task Force had passed this stage.

The next level of technological maturity may be described as "demonstrable
feasibility". Many of the V/STOL concepts under study at present fall into this
category. Generally this involves the existence of extensive full scale test
data of critical elements of the concept, sometimes assembled in actual V/STOL
aircraft components, perhaps even flown as a proof-of-concept test bed, but
frequently merely extrapolated from conventional aircraft practice. There re-
mains a considerable developmental risk at this point, because experience has
shown that there are inevitably many unexpected practical difficulties encountered
when one tries to assemble the various elements of anything as complex as a V/STOL
aircraft into an operational whole.

The third level of maturity is reached when operational feasibility has been
demonstrated. At this point the various elements of the concept have been
assembled into an aircraft seriously intended for operational service which has
undergone extensive developmental flight testing. Although the machine in ques-
tion may well be a production prototype and the test program has fully explored
its handling qualities and performance characteristics there is still much to
be learned about the practical operational realities of realiability and main-
taininability. The Tilt-Rotor and Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) machines are at
about this stage.

Full maturity of the technology is achieved only after it has been applied
to operational aircraft for a sufficient period of time that experience has been
gained with all of the practical aspects of the factors required to maintain
satisfactory operational levels. For military aircraft this includes the evalua-
tion of operational concepts and doctrine as well as the development of maintenance
and logistic procedures. The AV-8A and B were the only V/STOL aircraft reviewed
by the Task Force that had achieved this level of technological maturity.

It has taken roughly 25 years and four generations of aircraft, the P-1127,
the Kestrel, the Harrier, and now the AV-8B, to bring the single engine vectored
thrust technology to this state of maturity, partly because of the state of the
art and partly because of lack of military operator interest in the V/STOL capa-
bility at what was deemed by many to be an unacceptable cost in performance and
complexity. The questions addressed by this study were first whether or not the
various technologies basic to airplane design have improved sufficiently to make
the cost of V/STOL more acceptable to missions other than those solved by the
helicopter and the Harrier, and second, the degree to which the military require-
ments are altering the face of the changing threat in manners that make V/STOL
capability more urgent.
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The results of this study are presented in two parts. Part I summarizes the
potential impact of new V/STOL capabilities on the operational missions of the
four Services--the Army, Navy, Air Force and the Marine Corps--and suggests where
each Service development interests should be centered. In Part II, the state of
the art of the various technologies, basic to new V/STOL capabilities are reviewed
and recommendations made as to where major Service interests should be concentra-
ted to support further improvements in V/STOL capabilities.

12



General Conclusions

It can be demonstrated that there are many missions in which the existence
of various types of V/STOL aircraft can significantly enhance the capability of
the military Services in carrying out their respective missions. Most of these
are, however, also susceptible to various other solutions, and none that the Task
Force considered, so demonstrably uniquely improved by V/STOL as to absolutely
demand its adoption. On balance, however, it is the large number of potential
mission improvements coupled with the need to increase survivability and flexi-
bility that builds the convincing case for continued consideration and development
of a V/STOL capability.

A variety of compelling arguments exist for the Navy to develop a spectrum
of V/STOL capabilities in order to operate surface ships in the threat environment
of 2000 and beyond. To do this most effectively an integrated development of ship,
plane and weapons will be required.

It appears likely that the high-altitude high-subsonic speed V/STOL, configured
for the AEW, ASW or missileer roles--possibly coupled with new missile concepts--
mated both with the CTOL air groups of the big carriers and with a new class of
smaller vessels (VSS) will produce the most immediate increase of capability,
possibly by 1990.

Eventual introduction of a supersonic V/STOL replacement for the F-14/18 mix
will be required. Current technology is not mature enough to support such develop-
ment, but with appropriate levels of effort, could make such aircraft available
by 2000 as the large deck carrier force begins to reduce.

The Marines have well-defined mission requirements for a high-altitude high-
subsonic speed combat aircraft such as the AV-8B. As high performance supersonic
combat aircraft with V/STOL capability become available they will greatly enhance
the Marine Corps concept of operation. It appears the rest of the Corps V/STOL
requirements are best met by low disc loading machines like helicopters.

Mission analyses show the greatest immediate need for the Air Force is the
development of the ability to operate from damaged runways or dispersed sites
where takeoff and landing runs may only be of 1500 to 2000 feet in length. V/STOL
machines may be of eventual interest, but current attention must be focused on
achieving STOL balanced field performances from the existing fleet of aircraft.

The Army has little need for V/STOL aircraft other than helicopters.

The maturity of certain V/STOL technologies, particularly those associated
with the moderate by-pass vectored thrust engine, and the Tilt Rotor, have
developed to the point where successful and useful aircraft can be constructed
and operated.

Certain other technologies of interest are less mature, particularly lift
engines and various thrust augmentation arrangements which may be of concern
in the development of high performance supersonic aircraft, and extensive
technology effort is required.
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The general areas of flight control and handling qualities criteria, for all
forms of V/STOL aircraft require more study, including the possibility of reliev-
ing the pilot of some work load by making use of ground based systems.

On balance, however, the current state of V/STOL technology will permit the
immediate development of high-altitude, high-subsonic speed combat aircraft with
useful military capabilities. The development of high-altitude high-subsonic
speed support aircraft will take slightly longer, probably involving the inter-
mediate development and testing of a flight demonstrator, before committing to
production prototype design.

High confidence can also be placed in the technological support of low- -
altitude low-subsonic speed designs such as the Tilt Rotor or ABC designs, but
the mission requirements for such machines are far from clear.

V/STOL aircraft with moderate supersonic capability (i.e., M = 1.5-1.6)
could probably be evolved within five years from the moderate by-pass technology
by making use of plenum chamber burning or similar schemes. Because of the air-
frame shape compromises required by such concepts it is not clear that sufficiently
high performance can be achieved to warrant the developmental effort.

Of all potential supersonic configurations it is likely that VATOL machines
require the least extension of existing technology and offer the greatest perfor-
mance for the least penalty. There are, however, obvious reluctances to overcome
before such operational modes will be generally accepted. Ground support equip-
ment also poses restraints on operation. The concept, however, warrants further
study.

Of the HATOL configurations, probably the lift plus lift/cruise design is
the most mature from an airframe point of view. Lift engine availability is the
pacing factor to such designs, probably implying that the earliest IOC will be
approximately ten years in the future.

V/STOL designs of the past have all suffered from the imposition of engine
performance ratings and qualification programs, engine-out and fuel reserve
requirements which are based on CTOL experience and are not realistic for
machines with operating profiles such as those under consideration. Given avail-
able flight experience, such requirements should be reconsidered.
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Specific Conclusions and Recommendations

U.S. Navy

The Navy should concentrate the currently meagre V/STOL R&D resources on a
smaller number of subsonic V/STOL concepts and on a few specific technical
advances that contribute most to the success of these concepts. Full technical
readiness regarding decisions for the development of subsonic support and combat
aircraft could be achieved by 1985 if some additional funds are made available
over the next five years.

To advance the maturity of the technology of high altitude high speed sub-
sonic support aircraft, early flight demonstrators of the two most promising
concepts, one using Pegasus engines the other lift/cruise fan engines should be
built, in a cooperative effort with NASA, and extensively tested in a manner
similar to the Tilt Rotor and the ABC.

In future design competitions for VTOL capable aircraft, configurations with-
out engine-out landing capability should be considered, given reasonable assurance
of the avoidance of upsetting moments in the event of engine failure.

The current Thrust Augmented Wing program should be terminated. The present
configuration will not produce an operationally useful aircraft, nor will addi-
tional testing provide sufficient new technical information to warrant the expense. 0

To avoid repeating the errors of the TAW program, effort on the X-wing con-
cept should be concentrated on understanding the dynamic behavior and performance
of the rotor system at a scale more representative of a mission article (i.e.,
typically a 50 foot diameter rotor) using ground facilities, and the trade-off
between performance and complexity of the propulsion system before further con-
sideration is given to the funding of a subscale flight article.

As a longer term effort, the Navy should continue to study a number of
supersonic V/STOL concepts including both HATOL and VATOL configurations in order
to determine which of these hold promise.

Operational studies involving a spectrum of vessel, aircraft and weapon
concepts including supersonic fighters, missileers, SLATs, the VSS and others
should be conducted to provide guidance in the development of future force
structures.

U.S. Marine Corps

As the Service with the greatest operational experience with V/STOL aircraft,
the Marine Corps should continue to evolve and refine operational concepts,
support systems and C arrangements for operations from dispersed sites.

Even though by initiating a new design employing advanced technology through-
out, it should be possible to develop an aircraft with considerably better
performance than the AV-8B, the capability provided by the B model is significant,
and provides a better basis for judging the operational worth of V/STOL concepts
than the very limited AV-8A. To the extent possible, without jeopardizing the
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Navy's efforts to maintain the carrier force as the viable factor it must remain
through the turn of the century, funds should be provided so that the aircraft
can be procured, if only in limited numbers, to permit an evaluation of advanced
STOL and STOVL operations.

U.S. Air Force

The U.S. Air Force should undertake a thorough examination of STOL and STOVL
technology as it relates to the design of combat, support and transport aircraft
in the context of the European airbase vulnerability problem.

A study should be made of existing powered lift technology with an eye to
modification of current U.S. combat aircraft in order to permit their deployment
from 2,000 foot runways during the 1980s.

The AV-8A/B should be employed to evaluate the logistic, maintenance and
command and control problems associated with dispersed operations from small
fields.

The potential role of the AMST as a logistics aircraft capable of operation
into 2,000 foot runways should be reviewed to determine whether further techno-
logical improvements are necessary.

The AV-8B should be evaluated as a STOVL aircraft operated from 2,000 foot
runways to determine whether further technological improvements can result in
,dnge/paylocd capabilities compatible with U.S. Air Force needs for the 1980s.

Identify and pursue the necessary technology program in aerodynamics and
propulsion to permit the introduction of a new generation of subsonic support
aircraft and supersonic combat aircraft for the 1990s capable of operations
from dispersed sites. STOL, V/STOL and VATOL solutions should be evaluated.

U.S. Army

The U.S. Army should review its programs for heavy lift helicopter technology
and for high speed rotorcraft technology in the context of its future mission
needs which appear to place greater emphasis on lifting capability and low down-
wash velocities than on forward speed.

The heavy lift helicopter technology program should be strengthened in
light of the potential need for heavy vertical lift capability in the NATO theater
and elsewhere.

A clearer rationale for Army interst in the Tilt Rotor and ABC concepts is
required, recognizing that these programs primarily address the technology for
rotorcraft having speeds in excess of 300 mph.

NASA and the Services should work closely in the pursuit of the technology
programs listed below:

e A technology program should be instituted to determine the extent to
which the vectored thrust concept can be improved through the introduction of
advanced engine technology, advanced control system technology, further use of
composite structures, and refinements in airframe-propulsion-control integration
for both high-subsonic and low-supersonic combat aircraft configurations.
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e A broad study and technology effort should be pursued for the next
several years in cooperation with NASA, industry and the universities, to identify
the most prL...ising configurations for subsonic and supersonic V/STOL combat air-
craft, and an evaluation made of the prospects of successfully developing the
preferred configurations by the year 2000.

e The feasibility of an integrated fault-tolerant engine-airframe control
system for VTOL should be assessed by means of technology demonstration.

* A lift engine technology program should be initiated within the context
of ATEGG-APSI to provide advanced technology for a lift engine requirement in the
1985 time period.

* Review the Tilt Rotor and ABC flight programs to determine what further
technological and operational information can be gained.
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PART I

Missio

A major part of the study was an examination of the operational concerns of
the four Services; Navy, Marines, Air Force and Army, and a projection of those
areas in which the use of V/STOL aircraft and/or special launch platforms would
significantly enhance their ability to conduct operations in the performance of
their assigned missions during the time period extending past the year 2000.

In carrying out this analysis of the various mission areas in which V/STOL
aircraft could be of assistance to the Armed Services in performing their functions
in the threat environment projected for the 1990-2010 time period, it was conven-
ient to consider them in several general categories without initially concentrating
on specific configurations. The categories considered were:

(1) Low-speed low-altitude support aircraft (subsonic)

(2) High-speed high-altitude support aircraft (subsonic)

(3) Combat aircraft (subsonic)

(4) Combat aircraft (supersonic)

(5) Special purpose machines (specifically heavy lifters)

These categories were sufficiently distinctive in their characteristics that
it seems unlikely that any two could be combined into a single multimission
aircraft--with the possible exception of the two subsonic support machines, the
functions of which could possibly be combined depending to some extent upon the
directions taken by weapon development during the period of interest.

Consideration was given to the operational requirements for various landing
and takeoff capabilities. The modes considered were:

a) Vertical Take Off and Landing (VTOL)

b) Vertical or Short Take Off and Landing (V/STOL)

c) Short Take Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL)

d) Short Take Off and Landing (STOL)

Not all aircraft generally considered under this V/STOL rubric have the same
capability of performing these various maneuvers; indeed, some may not be able,
nor need to, perform one or more of them at all. Since this can have a profound
effect upon the configuration of the machine selected, it seemed important to
establish those cases where mission requirements specified specific capabilities.
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The potential contributions of V/STOL capabilities to the four Services are

summarized as follows:

Navy

Although traditionally oriented toward the use of land power, in the past
decade the USSR has made spectacular progress in the evolution of a balanced
naval force specifically designed to challenge the U.S. Navy in the role of
assuring general maritime superiority for this nation and its allies. In the
development of this force the Soviets have concentrated on systems of ships,
planes, weapons and supporting arrangements for surveillance, targeting and C3

designed to attack and neutralize the U.S. carriers, recognized as the key elements
of our offensive naval power.

There is no sign that this naval build-up is slackening. Although dropping
somewhat in actual numbers, the Soviet Navy is concentrating on increasing the
capabilities of its individual units evolving a force from one originally de-
signed to support the flanks of a land action, to one designed, like ours, to
project power abroad. Early pioneers of the antiship cruise missile (ASCM), the
Soviets have continued to innovate, combining these weapons with long range land
based strike aircraft. Recently V/STOL carriers have permitted the Russian Navy
to experiment with sea based airpower. Larger carriers are expected, as are
strike cruisers and faster, deeper diving submarines.

By the 1990-2000 time period of concern to this study it can reasonably be
expected that the Soviets will have in place a space surveillance system that
will provide essentially real time information on the locations of all U.S.
surface combatants, particularly the carriers; will have continued to expand
their robust and redundant C system that has already displayed the ability to
support coordinated worldwide maneuvers; and will have added additional weaponry
to the naval arsenal capable of striking at surface targets three or more
hundreds of miles distant. The U.S. Navy will, in short, be confronted by the
most formidable threat it has had to face since before World War II.

At the present moment, it has to face this threat with a fleet that has
numerically fallen to pre-World War II levels and which in the face of escalating
costs and budget constraints will be hard pressed to retain even these numbers.
As a result of a modernization program, the capabilities of the individual naval
units have been significantly upgraded since the end of the Vietnam conflict,
but the margin of superiority over the Soviet Navy has seriously eroded.

It is clear to our naval leaders that if we are to meet our national commit-
ments the trends of the past decade must be reversed. The dilemma is how this
can be accomplished without further sacrifices of current capability in order to
afford the investmert in future abilities given the staggering costs involved in
the development of modern weapon systems. It was in this context that the Task
Force examined the potential impact of V/STOL upon naval operations of the future.

Even though it is difficult to operate and maintain aircraft in small
numbers at isolated sites, the employment of LAMPS helicopters from destroyer
sized vessels appears to have been a qualified success. There is a considerable
tactical advantage to be gained by extending the range of the -hips' antisub-
marine warfare (ASW) capabilities well beyond that of its own onboard sensors
and weapoiis. Additionally, the use of such helicopters as remote radar or communi-
cation relays provide the ship with useful cover and deception possibilities even
in an age of spaceborne surveillance systems.
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The Task Force discussed at some length whether or not an improved low-
speed low-altitude support aircraft such as the Tilt Rotor or ABC would signifi-
cantly improve the capability of the air systems aboard these ships. Although
there was a clear gain in the speed with which a sonobuoy field could be laid
or a contact prosecuted, there was some loss in hovering efficiency in deploying
and recovering certain sensors as well as in search and rescue or replenishment
missions which are important corollary functions of these machines. On balance,
it appeared that the largest operational gains would be obtained by emphasizing
reliability and maintainability of light disc loading machines, combined, if
possible, with increased speed and range.

The next question addressed was what advantages might accrue as the result
of the use of V/STOL aircraft in conjunction with CTOL machines aboard the
existing carriers. Here the balance had to be struck between constaints placed
upon aircraft performance by VTOL operations and the constraints placed upon the
carrier and its battle group by the operation of CTOL aircraft. These constraints,
the need to head into the wind to launch or recover the necessity of respotting
decks between flight operations, are real and significant. The ability of a VTOL
machine to take off and land from effectively any spot on the flight deck without
interference to the ships' progress can provide an important tactical advantage.

In all probability the greatest operational flexibility will be obtained
with aircraft that have STOL capabilities as well as the essential ability to
be launched and recovered vertically. Because of the range payload magnification
obtainable with a short run, this ability will provide the force commander with
a wide number of options about how best to balance VTOL and CTOL constraints
since, whether or not it employs a catapult, once the aircraft requires a deck
run it develops sensitivities to wind direction.

Recent results with the Harrier--ski jump combinations indicates that for
many applications STOVL is an attractive mode of operation. It was considered
infeasible for use on the large carriers because of the space consumed by the
ski jump if fixed, or the complications involved if it is made retractable.
Under such circumstances use of the existing catapults with normal CTOL's made
more sense.

During the initial discussions of the operations of V/STOL aircraft from
large carriers, no attempt was made to restrict consideration to any particular
mission category. Rather it was assumed that the machines could be fighter/
strike aircraft in which case they might well be supersonic, or they might
equally well be airborne early warning (AEW) or ASW aircraft in which case they
could well be subsonic. The possibilities of a subsonic missileer combat air-
craft were also considered as was the advanced technology involved in the
development of a ship launched, air targeted missile (SLAT).

When one considered the maturity of technologies available, with the
exception of the AV-8B which could perform some naval subsonic combat roles with
only slight modification, it appeared that it would be at least eight to ten
years before any of the V/STOL concepts considered could provide an operational
capability. In this regard the high-speed high-altitude support aircraft can be
brought to operational status in the earliest time frame. (The Tilt Rotor or
the ABC could also be developed in this time frame if their use in the AEW or
ASW roles is found to be attractive.)
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Although it appeared that V/STOL, if available, would provide the large
deck carriers with important tactical flexibility, it did not appear to the Task
Force to significantly alter the basis for the increasing concern regarding the
combat survivability of our limited carrier force, a concern which has placed in
jeopardy the program for the orderly replacement of these ships as they reach
retirement age, thus posing for the Navy a severe problem in the maintenance of
future force levels.

The two options that appear available are either to build more large carriers,
in which case force levels will probably continue to decline due to the large
single unit procurement costs, or to procure for the same investment a larger
number of smaller sized carriers which provide better force survivability both
through dispersal and the lessened impact of the loss of a single ship. The firsc
option is unattractive because of vulnerability concerns, while the second is
unworkable without combat aircraft that car operate from the smaller carriers
being considered with the performance required to meet the projected threat.

With the carrier programmed in FY 80 budget the Navy can maintain the current
force of 12 deployable large deck carriers to the year 2000 by means of the
service life extension program (SLEP). Beyond that the force level will decline
to zero by about 2015 unless replacements are constructed. It seems unlikely
that this will be done in the numbers required to maintain the force levels, so
alternate solutions are required. If these solutions are to include sea based
air, and the Task Force could see no way for the Navy to perform its mission
without it, the development of suitable V/STOL aircraft is critical.

About the minimum sized warship practical for the operational basing of high
disc loading combat aircraft is of the order of 20,000 tons, a conclusion based
both upon the space available for maintenance and logistic support of reasonable
numbers of machines, and the necessary sea keeping characteristics to assure
nearly all-weather operation. Under certain conditions it might prove possible
to stage such aircraft through the large numbers of helicopter platforms avail-
able throughout the fleet providing a flexibility of operational concepts
involving dispersal of forces. Primary basing of one or two aircraft upon these
smaller ships does not, however, appear feasible.

Ironically, a V/STOL carrier (VSS) could be in the fleet as early as 1986
(FY 81 budget ship building programs) even though the aircraft designed to use
it might lag by another four years. Fortunately such a ship would be a valuable
fleet asset, even with only currently available aircraft, in the areas of
amphibious assault (LPH replacement), amphibious fire support (AH-IT and AV-8A
and/or B), mine warfare (53H-lM), and ASW (LAMPS). At the initial operating
capability (IOC) of the V/STOL aircraft be it a supersonic fighter, an AV-8
derivative, or a missileer, the VSS would be able to carry out the general naval
superiority mission in independent operations. With the introduction of high
altitude, high speed support aircraft configured for ASW or AEW missions, along
with the potential available through the development of new concepts such as
SLAT and SOJM, such a vessel would be able to conduct independent military opera-
tions across the full spectrum of naval warfare.

9 V/STOL aircraft development appears essential if sea based air is
to continue to be a viable element of the U.S. Naval force.
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* Although such aircraft can add greatly to the flexibility of large
deck carrier operations and should be added to their air groups as
they become available, their greatest impact will occur if developed
jointly with platforms specifically designed for their operation.

* The ski jump concept used in conjunction with vectored thrust aircraft
will provide an operational flexibility because of the range/payload
tradeoff's available if one accepts constraints on ship operation

similar to those of a large carrier (space, weight and/or complexity
of the ski jump itself, the clear run space required and the
necessity of heading into the wind to launch--although tests have
shown the system to be surprisingly tolerant of cross winds).
Verticle takeoff aiid landing capability in an off-loaded condition
is a critical necessity.

* It did not appear to the Task Force that low-speed low-altitude support
aircraft other than conventional helicopters held much promise for
substantial operational imporovement. However, the existence of the
Tilt Rotor (XVl5) aircraft provides an important opportunity to evaluate
such potential improvement at little cost.

* A high-speed high-altitude support aircraft configured for the AEW and
ASW missions appeared to the Task Force to be highly desirable and,
moreover, can be demonstrated in an early time frame at low cost. As
new concepts such as SLAT are developed such machines may be configured
for the targeting role. Some variations may be suitable for use as a
missileer should that concept appear feasible.

* The AV-8B, or its "navalized" version of the AV-8B+, can perform a
variety of subsonic naval missions, is a mature technology, and can
provide valuable operational experience. Although without the addi-
tion of new funds, the machine cannot be procured in large numbers,
it seems highly desirable that specific research and development funds
be made available so that a number can be obtained in order to conduct
operational research into the problem areas of the command and control
of dispersed aircraft and to examine the feasibility of staging and
small platform loitering maneuvers.

* A supersonic V/STOL fighter with a 15-year development time seems like
a reasonable F/A 18 follow-on.

Marine Corps

Because of the highly mobile nature of Marine Corps equipment designed for
amphibious landings, the dispersed forward base concept employing AV-8's has
been shown to be both logistically and operationally feasible. As the Corps
continues to experiment with operational concepts, it is expected that such
operations will become increasingly streamlined and responsive to the needs of
the battlefield. Depending upon the situation, the vulnerability of aircraft
in the ground loiter mode, both to direct enemy action and sabotage, may become
serious concerns.
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In their operational concept, close air support as embodied in the AV-8, is
treated in much the same manner as organic artillery. It seems likely to the
Task Force that the AV-8B will satisfy this requirement throughout the time
period under consideration although concern was expressed that the design does
not contain any provisions to reduce its vulnerability to battle damage.

Because these aircraft are treated as extensions of artillery, plans call
for them moving ashore as rapidly after the initial assault as possible, thereby
freeing the Navy vessels from the immediate vicinity of the land action. Until
it becomes possible to establish airfields ashore, however, air superiority must
still be maintained by naval aircraft flying from carrier decks. If a STOVL
first line fighter is produced for either Navy or Air Force use, it will
obviously be of great use to the Marine Corps ahd will greatly add to the flexi-
bility of operations by permitting the entire air support of the operation to
move ashore as rapidly as C , logistic and maintenance support will permit it,
thereby freeing the Navy for other missions.

Like the Army, the Marine Corps make extensive use of light disc loading
aircraft. The primary use is in the vertical assault mission. Although there
has been recent interest in the possibility of holding the amphibious ships at
distances of up to fifty miles off shore, since the vast majority of the
logistic supply must come across the beach, it appears likely that considerably
smaller distances will be used in practice, particularly since studies indicate
that the reduction of ship vulnerability scarcely warrants the problems associated
with greater stand-off distances. In general, the landing sites selected for
the vertical assault will be within 50 miles of the beach--usually far closer
to avoid the possibility of the two assault forces (the one across the beach and
the airborne one) being kept isolated from each other.

The result is that, although at one stage the distances from ship to landing
site seemed large enough to place considerable emphasis on speed both for
increased productivity and decreased vulnerability, more recent studies tend to
emphasize the same factors that concern the Army, i.e., low downwash velocities
and high lifting capacity. It is likely, therefore, that Marine Corps interest
will center on evolutionary development of the helicopter with only minor interest
in such devices as Tilt Rotors or ABC. In general, the high downwash velocities
of the V/STOL A candidates make them impractical for assault missions.

The Marine Corps concept of organic close air support is built
around the AV-8 aircraft. For some missions the combination of
this aircraft with armed helicopters is most efficient, but for
missions requiring penetration beyond the immediate forward edge
of the battle area (FEBA) the speed of the AV-8 seems essential.
Although not specifically designed to reduce battlefield vulner-
ability, the AV-8B appears likely to be the best aircraft
available for the mission during the time period of concern.

9 The existence of a first line V/STOL, STOL or STOVL fighter would
greatly aid the flexibility of Marine operations and would probably
be adopted if developed for Air Force or Navy application.

Air Force

The Air Force has recognized an immediate air base vulnerability problem
particularly in the NATO environment in which its bases are not only within
range of Soviet air strikes, but in many cases are known to be targeted by
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Russian missile forces. Current assessments indicate that in case of war various
forms of runway denial weapons may be employed by the USSR including chemical
warfare and antipersonnel weapons along with pavement breakers.

Because of its large inventory of CTOL aircraft, and because of the cost
and time that are expected to be required for the development of V/STOL aircraft
of roughly comparable capability, such machines are not viable solutiuns to the
immediate problem although they may become so in the out years. A variety of
approaches utilizing the existing fleet of aircraft were discussed. Included
were:

a) A study of what is required to permit operation off unpaved runways
including landing gear and wheel redesign if necessary.

b) The development of balanced field length operations, i.e., the
reduction of the landing length to that needed for takeoff, possibly
by use of retrofitted lift improvement systems, thrust reversers, and
the possible use of arresting gear.

c) Evaluation of operation in the resulting STOL mode either from
segments of the main base or from dispersed sites to the degree
that the aircraft can be maintained and supported at such sites.
The logistic support and routine maintenance supplied at dispersed
sites received considerable attention from the Task Force. It was
suggested that the Air Force examine the Marine Corps techniques
associated with the support of amphibious landings as a possible
model of an approach to the system to be employed. It was further
suggested that the role of advanced STOL cargo aircraft and/or
heavy lift helicopters be evaluated as a method of keeping such
dispersed sites adequately supplied.

d) The development of adequate command, control and communications
(C3) systems to allow coordinated operations from dispersed sites.
Soviet doctrine places great emphasis upon disabling enemy C3 either
by direct attack or electronic countermeasures, thus this element
of dispersed operations may be even more critical and difficult to
solve than the logistic problem.

e) The investigation of the possibility of the long term development
of STOL or STOVL aircraft to replace the present fleet. It was
pointed out in these discussions that in the event the Air Force
requires vertical takeoff aircraft a VATOL machine may well
represent a desirable solution for this aircraft, in that of all
configurations so far investigated it makes the fewest sacrifices
in weight and high speed performance to achieve VTOL capability.
Properly designed, it may in fact out-perform a CTOL machine since
it need not be burdened with conventional landing gear or high
lift systems. There is a natural reluctance particularly on the
part of pilots to consider such a solution but, given the perfor-
mance of the X-13, it seems as much socialogical as technological.
The potentials of the design should not be overlooked.

* The Air Force has an immediate air base vulnerability problem
in NATO and elsewhere. Solutions must be sought that will
permit the existing fleet of aircraft to counter the threat by
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operating from heavily damaged sites. This will probably involve
developing the capability to operate from unpaved runways and the
use of balanced field lengths achieved partly by changes in the
existing aircraft lifting and thrusting arrangements and partly
by means of arresting systems.

e Off main base dispersed site operation appears essential. Methods
of achieving this goal will possibly involve patterning logistic
and maintenance support after the systems currently employed by
the Marine Corps, and the development of a resilient and flexible
C3 system.

e Thought must be given to the basing flexibility that can be achieved
by V and/or STOVL machines with first line fighter capability to
be introduced by the latter part of the century, probably during the
early 1990s. It is, however, not clear at this time that the
increment in basing flexibility achievable with such a machine over
that available through the use of improved high lift devices and
arrestment systems will warrant the cost of development of such a
machine.

Army

Of all the Services, the Army appears to have the least need for V/STOL air-
craft other than the helicopter. Since it is constrained by battlefield
conditions to fly in the nap of the earth, there is a limit to the advantage
that can be gleaned from increased speed. Because the operation of its aircraft
is frequently within the vicinity of troops and equipment, it has a requirement
that downwash be kept as low as possible--an attribute which also reduces
visibility, and hence vulnerability, over dusty or sandy terrain.

Because of the nature of the Army's assigned mission, it has no need for
the use of subsonic nor supersonic combat aircraft. Although there may be a
need in intelligence gathering, observation or electronic warfare missions for
an aircraft more capable than the conventional helicopter, the Task Force could
identify no particular mission enhancement resulting from the use of high-speed
high-altitude support vehicles of the types generated by studies conducted in
connection with the Navy's V/STOL A requirements.

As a consequence, attention was focused upon the possible use of low-speed
low-altitude support aircraft typified by the Tilt Rotor and ABC concepts
currently under development. It was concluded that should such aircraft be
available, they would be well adapted to perform these special missions, but
the numbers required would be small and would scarcely justify the rather
substantial development required should these machines not be required in large
numbers by the other Services. Indeed, it appeared that low disc loading craft
adequately met the present and projected needs. It is expected that improvements
to such craft will be evolutionary and will be introduced into the force as they
become available.

Because of this the Task Force found it curious that the Army was providing
major support to both the Tilt Rotor and the ABC, both vehicle concepts of
limited usefulness within the defined mission area. Seemingly of greater concern
than the development of faster V/STOL aircraft should be increased rotor efficiency
and reductions in cost and complexity.
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No briefings were presented to the Task Force on the need for heavy lift
helicopter either as an aid to battlefield mobility or in a logistic support
role--particularly the unloading of ships when port facilities have been damaged--
but a number of the members expressed concern about the adequacy of the current
technology programs in support of this concept. Given the data available, it
was felt no express recommendations could be formulated but that this concern
should be recorded.

# Only marginal improvement in Army mission capabilities can be
expected from the introduction of advanced V/STOL technologies.

a A clearer rationale for Army interest in the ABC and Tilt Rotor
concepts is needed, recognizing that these programs address
primarily the technology for rotorcraft having speeds in excess
of 300 mph.

* The Army should review the adequacy of its heavy lift helicopter
technology programs in ligh. of the potential need for heavy
vertical lift capability required in the European theater and
elsewhere.
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PART II

Technology

The second part of this report is a review of the current status of V/STOL
technology in relation to its readiness to support a possible decision to produce
V/STOL aircraft in support of important military mission requirements just out-
lined. The section will also identify specific technology development and
demonstration programs which must be pursued to provide adequate confidence in
such decisions. Some consideration of priorities is undertaken as this Task Force
understands the serious fiscal constraints now in force.

Confi guration Technology

Potential V/STOL aircraft can be considered in several categories, as follows:

(1) Low-speed low-altitude support aircraft (subsonic)
(2) High-speed high-altitude support aircraft (subsonic)
(3) Combat aircraft (subsonic)
(4) Combat aircraft (supersonic)

These cateqories are sufficiently distinctive in their characteristics that it is
unlikely that any two can be combined into a single multi-mission 'ircraft, with
the possible exception of the two subsonic aircraft the functions of which can
possibly be combined into a multi-mission aircraft.

Low speed, low altitude, support aircraft

The low-speed low-altitude VTOL aircraft requirements can be satisfied most
readily by the development of rotorcraft having higher speed and cruise efficiency
than the conventional helicopter. The technology for such aircraft has been
developed over a period of many years to the point that two concepts, the Tilt
Rotor aircraft and the Advancing Blade Concept helicopter, are both in the flight
demonstration phase (i.e., the XV-15 and the X59A, respectively) and are expected
to achieve maximum speeds in excess of 300 mph. These flight demonstrations, at
approximately half-scale, are sufficiently representative to permit accurate
assessments of a mission-scale vehicle. Further improvements in the Tilt Rotor
can be anticipated at relatively modest technology investments through fly-by-
wire active control technology and the introduction of composite rotors. The
ABC concept requires the development of a suitable integrated propulsion system
which powers the counter-rotating rotors and additionally provides forward thrust
during cruise flight. Both of these rotorcraft have the potential for low
spotting factor if additional mechanical complexity is accepted. The technology
for a low speed low altitude support aircraft can be brought to a high degree of
confidence by 1983.

o The technology for a low-speed, low-altitude (e.g., 300 knots, 25,000 feet)
V/STOL support aircraft has matured to the point that it will permit a full-scale
operational vehicle development decision in 1983. Technically, the Tilt Rotor
Concept is the primary candidate in this category in view of the availability of
suitable engines and a well-established base of technology including the ongoing
(XV-15) flight demonstration program. The ABC is considered a backup concept
although it is limited in its cruise performance potential and requires the
development of an integrated propulsion system.
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High speed, high altitude support aircraft

The high-speed, high-altitude support aircraft is also technically within
reach primarily as a result of available engine technology derived either from
the Pegasus engine (used in the Harrier) or the higher bypass engines used in
commercial transport aircraft. This propulsion technology, with appropriate
additional developments, can provide aircraft capable of speeds up to 450 knots
and altitudes of 45,000 feet. Because of the greater thrust to weight fraction
of the engine in any VTOL aircraft, the question of the design philosophy for
engine-out landing capability becomes significant. For support aircraft, which
carry multiple crew, passengers, and costly equipment, the ability to return to
a landing site is mandatory and these aircraft therefore require multiple engines.
A two-engine configuration meets this criterion but requires large engines (i.e.,
each having thrust equal to aircraft weight) if a vertical one-engine-out
capability is required. A more reasonable approach is to provide higher engine
reliability through incorporation into the design of improved emergency power
rating, adequate stall/surge margins, combustor stability margins and backup
manual fuel controls. The requirement for one-engine-out verticle landing
should be eliminated; if a stabilized deck of 500 foot length is provided, a
two-engine VTOL aircraft can complete a STOL landing in the advent it returns
from a mission with one-engine inoperative.

The most straightforward approach to a two-engine high-speed, high-altitude
support aircraft may be through the use of Pegasus engines. These engines have
been well qualified in VTOL operation and have proven extremely dependable during
verticle takeoff and landing operation (on no occasion has loss of thrust been
experienced with the Harrier AV-8 in the vertical mode, although engine-out
situations have occurred in horizontal flight due to bird ingestion). In the
two-engine application appropriate to the support aircraft the engines can be
cross-ducted to provide one-engine-out STOL landing capability very easily.
The modest by-pass ratio of 1.4 provides good cruise performance with good
excess power for evasive manuevering. An aircraft utilizing this approach
would also have a significant advantage in using the same powerplant as the
Marines Harrier AV-8A. It is the least dependent on new technology and could
be demonstrated in flight by 1983 at very modest cost.

A second approach to this category of VTOL aircraft would use two lift/
cruise fan engines of high by-pass ratio, cross-coupled mechanically to provide
one-engine-out STOL landing capability. The engine technology is well-developed
but the development of mechanical cross-coupling of the engines (i.e., gear/
shafting across the fuselage) is required. A number of preliminary designs for
VTOL aircraft using this approach have evolved over the past years (also more
elaborate 3 and 4 far -onfigurations) and extensive wind tunnel work has been
accomplished on some versions. This approach requires flight demonstration and
the necessity for development of mechanical cross-coupling. With a focused
effort, this approach could be demonstrated in flight as a subscale aircraft by
the mid 1980s.

A third possible approach to this vehicle would use the X-wing rotorcraft,
which operates as a helicopter at low speed and as a fixed-wing airplane with
two swept-back and two swept-forward wings in horizontal flight. The technology
development for this configuration is in its early phases with the recent com-
pletion of the first wind tunnel tests for a small scale version of the vehicle.
Substantial further study and ground-based investigation at a larger, more
representative, scale are required before the practicality of this approach can
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be assessed. The primary technology development required for this type of
vehicle is an integrated propulsion system that provides forward thrust, power
to drive the rotor and secondary air to the rotor for circulation control blow-
ing through the leading and trailing edges of the blades. (This propulsion
development is similar to that required for the ABC, but with the additional
complexity of the pneumatic control system for the rotors.) The demonstration
of this technology in-flight, at a representative scale, could be accomplished
by the late 1980s.

o The technology for a high-speed, high-altitude (e.g., 450 knots, 45,000
feet) V/STOL support aircraft requires further development and flight demonstra-
tion before a decision can be made to proceed with an operational vehicle
development. This aircraft would be a two-engine configuration permitting VTOL
operation under normal conditions and permitting recovery to ships having a 500
foot deck in the event of a one-engine failure during the mission. There are
at least ttiree approaches to this kind of aircraft:

(a) The first approach, in terms of technology readiness would use two
Pegasus (Harrier) engines in conjunction with an airframe derived from the S3
ASW aircraft. Such an aircraft could be demonstrated in flight by 1983.

(b) The second approach is a lift/cruise fan aircraft for which substantial
technology is available to provide suitable high by-pass ratio engines. Flight
demonstration of this concept can be accomplished by 1985, with engine cross
coupling, if an engine modification program is initiated in 1980.

(c) The X-wing is also a possible candidate; however, it requires sub-
stantially more ground-based component technology development and ultimately the
development of an efficient integrated propulsion system that provides forward
thrust, primary power to the stoppable rotor in hover, and secondary air supply
to the rotor pneumatic control system.

Subsonic Combat Aircraft

The technology for one subsonic VTOL combat aircraft (the Harrier AV-8A) has
evolved over a period of twenty-five years and provides a good basis for this
category. Improvements to this configuration continue to be made with the in-
corporation of lift-improvement devices and the introduction of composites into
the wing structure. Further increases in radius (up to probably several hundred
miles) are possibly by incorporating advances in engine components in conjunction
with new operational techniques such as the "ski-jump" launch ramp. This
relatively simple approach to a VTOL combat aircraft lends itself readily to
the phased introduction of technology improvements, particulary in propulsion
and structure, and should be considered the prime candidate for an advanced sub-
sonic VTOL combat aircraft.

By comparison, other VTOL combat aircraft concepts are in a relatively early
stage of technology development. The Thrust Augmented Wing (TAW) concept is not
well adapted to use as a subsonic combat aircraft because of its inability to
carry wing-mounted stores; moreover,the configuration is mechanically complex
and the low speed performance of the wing and canard are sensitive to the internal
geometry of the augmentor system and possibly to attitude control requirements
and forward speed effects. Efforts to bring this configuration to flight status
have failed because of the poor augmentor performance and, even when this is
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corrected through redesign, there remains a great deal of uncertainty as to
whether this will result in a flyable airplane. This concept needs a more com-
prehensive technology base before it can be considered as a viable contender for
development.

o The Harrier has demonstrated important capabilities in the subsonic combat
aircraft category despite the fact that much of the technology incorporated in
this aircraft is now more than 20 years old. Technology developments in
propulsion (e.g., improving the engine/thrust weight by 50%) structures and
control systems that have evolved since 1955 permit the design of an aircraft
of this type with substantially better performance in terms of payload fraction
and/or range. The TAW concept could be considered a back-up for this category
of aircraft; however, the TAW is inherently limited in its ability to carry
external weapons, is mechanically complex, and its performance is critically
sensitive to changes in the wing-canard geometry and possibly to attitude
control requirements and forward speed effects at low speed. Substantial
technology advancement is required in order to gain confidence in this approach
to VTOL.

Supersonic Combat Aircraft

In this category it is important to distinguish between STOL and VTOL air-
craft. The technology has been brought to the point where it is possible to
develop a supersonic STOL combat aircraft (of interest to the Air Force) which
has comparable performance to the best CTOL combat aircraft available today, say -

F16/F18; here STOL is defined as an aircraft capable of takeoff and landing from
1500 foot to 2000 foot runways. The primary need is for the incorporation of
high lift devices, possibly including the use of the aerodynamic blowing; to
improve the short field landing capability of supersonic combat aircraft.

The technology for both horizontal attitude takeoff and landing (HATOL) and
VATOL supersonic combat aircraft requires several years of more intensive
development before sufficient confidence is established to define an operational
aircraft. An intermediate capability, STOVL at an intermediate Mach number
(M = 1.6), may be technically feasible through the use of plenum chamber burning
in the Pegasus engine. While the ultimate potential for this approach is limited,
it may be considered as an interim capability available for the 1990s, based on
modest extensions of existing technology. The vertical attitude takeoff and
landing (VATOL) approach does not require significant vectoring of the thrust
with respect to the airframe. In this configuration however, significant
operational problems associated with landing on the side or rear of a moving
ship remain to be resolved and would require complex landing devices on the ship.

o In the supersonic combat aircraft category the technology is currently in-
adequate to support any configuration having vertical takeoff or vertical landing
capability. It is anticipated that technology would permit the development of
a supersonic STOL combat aircraft, capable of operation from 1500 feet to 2000
feet runways for the 1990s, through the blending of aerodynamics, proplusion
and control technology into an advanced configuration, i.e., a STOL vehicle
comparable in performance to the F-18; a supersonic (M ̂#1.6) STOVL variant of
the Harrier propulsive approach may also be technically feasible (through the
use of plenum chamber burning) d-iring the 1990s. Major technology improvements
in lift engines and control systems, coupled with very careful airframe/propul-
sion/control system integration, will be necessary in order to evolve a true
supersonic VTOL-capable combat aircraft by the year 2000. In this regard, both •
horizontal altitude (HATOL) and vertical altitude (VATOL) configurations
deserve further study.
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Ship Considerations

The degree to wvhich any of the foregoing aircraft can be expected to operate
successfully from ships at sea will depend in part on the design of the ship and
the sea state. While the versatility of VTOL aircraft is enhanced if they are
designed to operate from small ships under a variety of weather conditions there
is a practical limit, in terms of the resulting complexity of design and operation,
that should be imposed on the aircraft. In this regard the aircraft design, and
the operating tasks required of the-pilot, may be substantially simplified if
the ship is given some degree of stabilization, and if it is equipped with devices
that assist the aircraft in takeoff and landing.

Provision of a through deck with a length of 500 feet, with a simplified
arresting gear, substantially eases the one-engine-out emergency landing problem
for a VTOL aircraft (as noted earlier) and reduces the aircraft design thrust/
weight ratio from approximately 2.2 to 1.1 with a very significant impact on
aircraft range and payload. A partially roll-stabilized ship can permit operation
in sea-states in excess of 6 compared to sea-states of 2 or 3 nonstabilized ship.
The possible use of small waterplane area twin hull (SWATH) technology to obtain
a stable platform needs to be assessed.

Perhaps, the greatest benefit from technology can result from the incorpora-
tion aboard ship of advanced sensing systems that communicate to the aircraft
(i.e., to the pilot or the control system) the necessary information relating
to the position and velocity of the landing site to reduce the uncertainty and
pilot workload associated with VTOL landing in adverse visibility conditions. A
number of alternative systems should be explored ranging from simple information
assistance to the pilot to fully automatic electronic coupling between the ship
and the aircraft control system.

o In the design of ship platforms it should be recognized that provision
of a through deck of approximately 300 to 500 feet in length (particularly if
equipped with a "ski-jump" launch ramp) can substantially improve the perfor-
mance of those VTOL aircraft that have a STOL overload capability; furthermore,
a deck length of 500 feet would permit subsonic support aircraft to land in a
STOL mode in a one-engine-out emergency condition. Advanced technology deck-
mounted landing aids may help reduce the high pilot workload of VTOL aircraft
in adverse weather conditions.

Propulsion Technology

The performance and characteristics of the propulsion system are of varying
importance for the different VTOL aircraft concepts. In low speed rotorcraft
such as the helicopter and Tilt Rotor aircraft, the engines are not controlling,
though the drive system is. For higher speed concepts such as the X-wing the
propulsion system becomes more critical since it must deliver high maximum
powers for the high speed thrusting mode, as well as driving the rotor and
providing air for blade lift control at lower speeds. For medium speed aircraft
using high by-pass lift-cruise fans the propulsion system weight and configurational
requirements tend to dominate the aircraft design, and this is equally true for
high subsonic vectored lift attack aircraft. It is not yet clear for aircraft
requiring supersonic capability how much compromise with the supersonic require-
ment can be allowed in order to achieve vertical landing (and possibly takeoff)
capability. In the configurations using dedicated lift engines for VTOL the
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aerodynamic compromise is minimal, while the weight and complexity of the added
lift engines have a serious impact on aircraft payload and range. In the pro-
posed.extension of the AV-8 concept to supersonic capability by plenum chamber
burning, the aerodynamic performance at supersonic conditions is seriously
affected, while the change in the engine is modest.

For these VTOL aircraft which are propulsion critical, the ground rules
laid down for the propulsion system have acontrolling influence on system
capability. In multi-engine configurations the requirement for one-engine-out
vertical landing capability in particular has major consequences, as it effec-
tively imposes a thrust/weight in excess of two for two-engine configurations
and thereby substantially reduces the mission effectiveness of the aircraft.
The reliability of modern gas turbine engines is such that it seems reasonable
to consider deleting this requirement in favor of increased emphasis on engine
reliability. The record of the Harrier, with no aircraft losses due to engine
mechanical failure, shows that this is a viable approach to propulsion system
reliability. Furthermore, in multi-engine configurations a one-engine-out
short landing capability can be retained.

Technology advances which will have large benefits for these propulsion
critical VTOL concepts are identifiable across the whole range of materials
through fluid mechanics to control, but it seems useful to divide them into
three categories: first those which improve the thrust to weight ratio and
fuel consumption of the engine, second those which improve reliability and
finally airframe/engine controls which reduce the demands on the propulsion
system.

The needs in the first category are well recognized. Higher tip speeds and
stage loadings in compressors reduce compression system weight and volume.
Higher turbine inlet temperatures, particulary for the short times required for
takeoff and landing similarly reduce engine weight and enable better matching
between maximum thrust and cruise requirements. Composite materials offer --
lighter fans and cases, and potentially better aerodynamic performance through
elimination of part span shrouds in fans, for example. Variable turbine nozzles
permit better matching of the engine to both vertical thrust and cruise require-
ments. While all these technologies are under development at present, the
efforts are not focused at a VTOL requirement.

In the second category are the technology developments required to raise
the operational reliability of engines to a level such that engine-out capability
will not be required. They include better understanding of stall and surge and
combustor blowout limits, which will permit design to avoid engine failures due
to these phenomena. Technology is emerging which will permit the design of
engine control systems with the capability for detecting degradation of engine
components which may lead to failure. This could have a very large payoff in
the VTOL engine.

Finally, in the third category are the integrated engine/airframe control
systems which are required to enable automation of the landing maneuver and
hence reduce the hover fuel requirements. Experience from the Harrier indicates
that even with manual landings the maneuver can be preprogrammed, so that landing
fuel reserves need not be large. With automation they should be reducible even
further, and the optimization of the propulsion system weighted more toward the
cruise, combat and loiter requirements.
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Since the control system in this case becomes flight safety critical, it
must have reliability comparable to that of the airframe structure, and this
will require networked fault tolerant digital systems. With such a control
system in place, the entire vehicle can be control configured with resulting
performance benefits throughout the system. For example, lower control authority
will be required, hence less installed thrust for the landing maneuver.

These technologies are all nascent. What is required to bring the needs and
opportunities together are some realistic requirements for jet-lift aircraft.
Three types of propulsion systems can be distinguished. A vectored-lift system
using the best available technology, and aimed at a high subsonic attack aircraft
such as the Harrier is one. The second is a lift-cruise fan for the AEW and ASW
missions. The third is a lift engine and thrust engine combination for an air
superiority fighter with STOVL capability.

Avionics Technology

The ability of an aircraft to takeoff and land vertically appears to have
comparatively little impact on its flight and mission avionics; the exceptions
appear to be those of aircraft control during vertical takeoff and landing and
the indirect consequences of a restricted payload.

1. Flight Avionics

With respect to flight avionics, the technology needed to design and produce
a fully automated landing system of very high reliability is in hand. It is
not, however, fully established that such is needed nor that the resulting
system would be affordable.

The British see no requirement for automated landing. They state that the
Harrier is easily controlled by the pilot, and their operating experiences appears
to corroborate this claim. On the other hand, proponents of automated landing
point out that ease of control is not the whole issue since an automated control
system might save as much as two minutes of hover time per mission. They equate
this savings in time to a reduction of 5,000 pounds or more in the gross takeoff
weight of 40,000 pound VTOL aircraft. This estimate is probably generous to
their cause, but they have a point.

Out technologists have developed workable concepts for ultra-reliability and
have begun work on proof of concept demonstrations, but the architecture of
operational systems is not fully defined. Key elements of an ultra-reliable
system include redundance at the macrocomponent level, a limited capability for
self-organization (in the sense of time division communications networks such
as "packet"), and a substantial self-diagnosis ability. Such systems have been
referred to a fault-tolerent, and the expectation is that even though components
and macrocomponents of the system will inevitably fail, functional failures will
be at least as rare as (say) structural failures in the basic airframe.

The dispersal of forces, a major consideration supporting the military use of
V/STOL aircraft, also requires a high reliability in all avionic systems. We
have not thought out all of the possible implications, but two observations
impress us deeply. These are (1) that 20% or more of a small ship's firepower
may be vested in a single hanger queen, and (2) repair and maintenance on small
ships will necessarily be austere. It seems better to avoid failures than to
make repairs.
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The sense of the panel is to favor the development of an automated landing
system. In part, this view derives from a recognition of the need for fault-
tolerant systems in a variety of military and civilian applications; although
the present need for automation is not yet established, a V/STOL flight control
is an excellent example of that class of system which, if automated, must be
extremely reliable. A second factor warranting consideration is that although
the Harrier appears to be relatively easy to fly, some V/STOLs of the future
are likely to prove hard to handle. A start in the development of an automated
control at this time will hedge this future need. For these reasons, the devel-
opment and extensive testing of a fault-tolerant flight control system for an
existing helicopter is recommended to demonstrate that very reliable avionics
systems can be designed and produced at reasonable cost.

Both the dispersal of forces and the smaller payload of the V/STOL dictate
reconsideration of the C problem. Forward-based V/STOL strike aircraft in the
so-called ground loiter mode stress the communication capabilities of land
forces, but the solution to this will probably evolve out of the artillery fire
control network since the needs are similar. The operation of aircraft in a
coordinated manner from a number of small ships will create a command problem,
but future tactical data systems will be able to cope with this requirement.
The one area which worries us in particular is the possible separation of
operators, controllers, and task commanders from their sensors and weapons as
may be required to perform the ASW and AEW missions. As noted before, we do
not specify here the size of the V/STOL so it is not possible to conclude that
such separation will be necessary. Also, data linking of V/STOL sensor infor-
mation to a central command position will be feasible.

The solution to the task of providing adequate AEW involves selecting between
miniaturized 3600 conformal arrays and in the C- or X-band for radar operation.
The cost of using side-looking arrays will be to lose coverage in 600 sectors
fore and aft of the aircraft and experience a modest number of weather induced
outages. The gains (relative to our present AEW) will be greatly improved
resistance to jamming, better target location, and significantly greater initial
detection range.

Conclusions on V/STOL Subsystem Technology

The following conclusions are drawn with respect to aircraft subsystem
technology:

* A systematic exploration of the alternatives for simplifying VTOL air-
craft piloting tasks is needed, ranging from fully manual control to
use of fully automated, highly reliable, distributed control systems
(such as developed for the shuttle spacecraft) in order to determine
the impact of such alternatives on the safety of operation and th2
cost of development and operation of VTOL aircraft.

e The cost of an engine-out landing capability is so high for jet-lift
VTOL that it should be abandoned as a requirement. In its place,
emphasis should be placed on engine reliability, obtained through
design features such as adequate stall/surge margins, combustor
stability margins, and possibly backup manual fuel controls such
as used by the Harrier AV-8A. No Harrier has so far bean lost due
to engine failure in takeoff or landing.
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: The AV-8A is a viable aircraft in the Northern European battle scenario
in the judgment of the RAF, and this with an engine originally designed
in 1957, with a present thrust/weight ratio of about 5.7. Using
current technology it is possible to build and develop an engine with
about the same (1/1) bypass ratio with a thrust to weight ratio of 10
and to current standards of curability and reliability. It will also
have significantly lower specific fuel consumption. Such a propulsion
system would yield an aircraft with a great deal more capability than
the AV-8B, which appears to be competitive with the A-18 for the close
air support mission.

* Integrated automatic control of the engine.and ai-frame during approach
and landing offers large savings in fuel consum on. To realize these
advantages the control system must meet standards of reliability, fault
tolerance and damage tolerance comparable to those imposed or, the air-
craft engine and structure. Fault tolerant, dispersed digital systems
have the potential to meet these requirements.

A number of concepts providing supersonic capability with horizontal
attitude VTOL require dedicated lift engines for takeoff and landings;
a firm requirement for such a capability may emerge in the near future,
but there is no engine program in existence to provide a state-of-the
art lift engine.

* The difficulty of integrating nonjammable conformal radar, having 3600
coverage, into the aircraft wing suggests that alternative approaches
(such as fuselage mounting of partial azimuth coverage radar) should be
considered for use on AEW aircraft.
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APPENDIX A

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

RESEARCH AND 2 $ APR
ENGINEERING

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Task Force on V/STOL
Aircraft

Please establish a Task Force to evaluate the potential
of V/STOL technology for future replacement of our present,
conventional (CTOL), land-based and sea-based, supersonic
tactical fighter aircraft.

I would like to have the DSB:

1. Review past and present V/STOL concepts.

- Problem areas

- Identify key technology Issues

- Aircraft performance potential

- Mission performance potential

- Operational requirements

2. Review status of technology for V/STOL including
advanced helicopters.

- Structures

- Aerodynamics

- Engines

- Flight control systems

- 'Avionics/Radar
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3. Assess risks and recommend appropriate technology
demonstrations needed for a supersonic, V/STOL, fighter
aircraft development program.

- Technology development

- Test bed demonstrations

- Prototype demonstrations

Full scale development

- Go/no go decision points

- Management approach

The Task Force should plan to have a final report by
I October 1978. It would be most helpful to have an interim
report in July 1978. I have appointed Mr. Ken Hinman of
the Office of Air Warfare as the Executive Secretary for
this Task Force.

Gerald P. Dinneeq
frincipal Deputl
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APPENDIX A

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING

1 5 MAR 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Task Force on V/STOL, Phase II

You are requested to organize a Defense Science Board Task Force to review
applicable technology and determine the general characteristics of a V/STOL
aircraft which current and near term technology will support, and recom-
mend meaningful naval and military missions that such an aircraft could
conduct.

The Task Force should address the following:

A. Background

Phase I of the Defense Science Board Task Force on V/STOL Aircraft
was conducted in 1978. The final report of that Task Force will be pub-
lished, noting the continuing Phase II effort. Among the findings of the
Phase I Study were three which lead to the need for Phase II, as follows:

1. "This Task Force was not constituted to judge the Navy's
rationale for V/STOL aircraft or to judge how important this
capability is to the Navy."

2. "Today's state of the art in aeronautical technology does not
permit a reasonable solution to the Navy requirements as
stated in V/STOL A or V/STOL B."

3. "This airplane (AV-8B) lies within today's state of the art
and with even further capability improvement could be an ex-
tremely flexible weapon system for real military requirements."

V/STOL aircraft based on current and feasible future technology are flexible
systems having the potential to fill real military requirements, but cannot
currently meet the requirements of a high performance CTOL aircraft. The
wrong question has been asked, i.e., what type of V/STOL can replace high
performance CTOL and when can it occur? The preferred question is, what
are the real naval/military uses of V/STOL based on current and feasible
future technology, and what is the proper ,aix of V/STOL and CTOL systems to
take advantage of the capabilities of each in the environment of the 1980s
and 1990s.
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B. Specific Objectives

1. Review past V/STOL programs and evaluate why they have failed
to produce a meaningful military capability.

2. Review and evaluate current and near term (1980s) V/STOL tech-
nology and determine the characteristics of a realistic air-
craft that could have a meaningful military capability in the
1985-2000 time frame. The AV-8B type aircraft should be
considered.

3. Review Service missions, particularly those Service communities
not traditionally associated with CTOL aircraft, and determine
how V/STOL type aircraft could enhance their capability.

4. Survey the field of emerging technologies, consider the
strengths and weaknesses of systems that may result from these
technologies, and determine which can contribute or benefit
from V/STOL system capabilities. For example, would tactical
cruise missiles benefit from having a V/STOL targeting aircraft
associated with the launching unit?

5. Recommend the types of missions best performed by CTOL aircraft
and a feasible, near term V/STOL aircraft, and determine what
an optimum, evolving mix of these types should be in the
1985-2000 time frame. (Including rotary wint V/STOL.)

The Task Force will be sponsored by Mr. Robert A. Moore, Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (Tactical Warfare
Programs). Dr. Courtland D. Perkins will continue as the Chairman of the
Task Force. Commander Robert C. Powers, USN, Military Assistant to the
Defense Science Board, will act as Executive Secretary.

The Task Force should plan to commence its efforts in April 1979, and submit
a final report within six months.
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AGENDA

Defense Science Board

Task Force on V/STOL, Phase II

First Meeting 10 April 1979

Time Event Speaker

0900 Assemble in The Lecture Room, National
Academy of Science

0915 Chairman's Introductory Remarks Dr. Perkins

0930 Review of Phase I Dr. Perkins

1000 Review of the Terms of Reference, Phase II Dr. Perkins

1100 Status of AV-8B Program Mr. Hinman

1200 LUNCH

1300 Navy/USMC Interest in V/STOL and Potential Mr. Woolsey
Naval Missions

1400 Army Interest in V/STOL and Potential Army Dr. LaBerge
Missions

1500 Air Force Interest in V/STOL and Potential Dr. Mark/Dr. Martin
Air Force Missions (Tentative)

1600 Adjourn
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AGENDA

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

Task Force on V/STOL Aircraft, Phase II

Meeting on 25 May 1979

Time Topic

1000 - 1100 Navy Seabased Air Study Master Plan

1100 - 1200 Navy Smart Weapon Characteristics and OTH

Targeting Needs

1200 - 1230 Air Force Scientific Advisory Board Report on

USAFE Views of V/STOL Missions in Europe

1230 - 1330 LUNCH

1330 - 1545 Roundtable Discussion with Service Chiefs (or their

representatives) Regarding V/STOL Role and Missions

1545 - 1600 Chairman's Time

1600 Adjourn
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Defense Science Board
Task Force on V/STOL, Phase II

AGENDA
for the SuiimnFeStudy Meeting

25-29 June 1979
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

NOTES: (1) Briefers (with no more than 3 back-up personnel) are invited
to the conference room only for the duration of their briefing
or as requested by the Chairman.

(2) Because of the large number of briefings, close adherence to
the schedule is suggested.

(3) Briefers are requested to stand by at least a half hour in
advance of schedule time to allow for possible schedule
fluctuations.

Monday, 25 June 1979

Subject Area Number One: Review of the State of National and DoD V/STOL
Tech-nlogy

Participants: DIA, NASA, Army, Navy/Marine Corps, Air Force

Time Briefing

0830 - 0900 Assemble and Greetings

0900 - 1000 DIA: Soviet V/STOL Technology, Roles and Missions

1000 - 1200 NASA: U.S. V/STOL Technology, Mr. Deckert

1200 - 1300 LUNCH

1300 - 1400 NASA: U.S. V/STOL Propulsion Technology, Mr. Stewart

1400 - 1440 U.S. Navy: Navy Programs for V/STOL Technology

1440 - 1520 U.S. Marine Corps: Marine Corps Programs for V/STOL Technology

1520 - 1600 U.S.. Air Force: Air Force Programs for V/STOL Technology, Dr. Richey

1600 - 1640 U.S. Army: Army Programs for V/STOL Technology

1640 - 1700 Chairman's Time

1700 ADJOURN
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Tuesday, 26 June 1979

Subject Area Number Two: Review of existing V/S1OL aircraft, V/STOL aircraft
proposals, and proposals to integrate aircraft,
sensor and weapon technology into functional V/STOL
aircraft and appropriate launch platforms.

Participants: Industry

Time Briefing

0800 - 0840 McDonnel-Douglas: AV-8B, Mr. Gilbert

0840 - 0920 British Aircraft: AV-8B Technology, Mr. Hooper

0920 - 1000 Grumman: Fleet Air Enhancement via Subsonic Turbofan VTOL
Aircraft Systems, Mr. Kress

1000 - 1010 BREAK

1010 - 1050 Boeing: Summary of Boeing V/STOL Technology, Mr. Caldwell

1050 - 1130 Vought: Summary of V/STOL Aircraft Design Studies, Mr. Patton

1130 - 1210 Northrop: V/STOL Technology, Mr. Patierno

1210 - 1300 LUNCH

1300 - 1340 General Dynamics: V/STOL Technology Requirements and
Operational Applications, Mr. Petrushka

1340 - 1420 Bell: Update on Status of Tilt-rotor Technology, Mr. ;pivy

1420 - 1430 BREAK

1430 - 1510 Sikorsky: ABC Program Update: Development Status and Mission
Applications, Mr. Paul

1510 - 1550 DeHaviland: V/STOL Technology, Mr. Hiscocks

1550 - 1630 Rockwell: Progress Report on XFV-12A Development, Mr. Hancock

1630 - 1700 Chairman's Time

1700 ADJOURN
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Wednesday, 27 June 1979

Continue Subject Area Number Two

Time Briefing

0800 - 0840 DARPA/Lockheed: X-Wing, Col. Krone

0840 - 0920 British DoD: R&D Effort on Av-8B Type Aircraft

Subject Area Number Three: Review of existing and potential mission needs
and requirements that could be fulfilled by
V/STOL-type aircraft and launch platforms

Participants: Offices of the Government and Armed Services

Time Briefing

0920 - 1000 01B: V/STOL Affordability Issues, Mr. Carter

1000 - 1010 BREAK

1010 - 1050 OSD: V/STOL Policy Issues, Mr. Hinman

1050 - 1130 NRL/Gramman: V/STOL Defense Effectiveness Analysis, Mr. Schoenfeld

1130 - 1210 Bell Special Presentation: Adaptation of Tilt Rotor to V/STOL
Missions, Mr. Spivy

1210 - 1300 LUNCH

1300 - 1340 Rockwell Special Presentation: Potential Impact of TAV-V/STOL on
Air Warfare and Its Logistic Support,
Dr. Bellar

1340 - 1420 IDA: Cost Effectiveness Evaluation of Alternative Carrier Task
Forces, Dr. Bracken

1420 - 1430 BREAK

1430 - 1510 U.S. Navy: Navy V/STOL Roles and Missions

1510 - 1550 U.S. Marine Corps: Marine Corps V/STOL Roles and Missions,
BGen. Cook

1550 - 1630 U.S. Air Force: Air Force Existing and Potential Needs and
Requirements, Maj. Gen. Maxson

1630 - 1710 U.S. Army: Army V/STOL Roles and Missions

1710 ADJOURN
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Thursday, 28 June 1979

Subj ect Area Number Four: Review

Participants: DSB Task Force members and persons designated by the Chairman

lime Briefing

0800 - 1200 Reserved for any briefing of additional material generated as
a need by previous briefings. (The Chairman will indicate at
the end of each day which briefers are requested to remain for
additional discussion.)

1200- 1300 LUNQi

1300 - 1700 DSB Task Force subcomittee meet for analysis of material presented.

Friday, 29 June 1979

Subject Area Number Five: Review and Development of Initial Conclusions
and Reconnendations

Participants: DSB Task Force Members

Time Briefing

0800 - 0840 Report of the Subconittee on Technology, Chairman: Dr. Roberts

0840 - 0920 Report of the Subconittee on Configurations: Chairman: Mr. Kuhn

0920 - 1000 Report of the Subcommittee on Mission Needs for V/STOL-Type
Aircraft and Launch Platforms

1000 - 1010 BREAK

1010 - 1130 General Discussion

1130 - 1210 Chairman's Overview and Guidance on Preparation of the Draft

1210 ADJOURN
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APPENDIX C

Support Data

The supporting data contained in this appendix has been selected as repre-
sentative of the large volume of data presented to the Defense Science Board
Task Force on V/STOL Aircraft, Phase II. No attempt has been made to represent
portions of each brief, each concept, or each technology. Rather the charts
were selected for the following reasons:

1. Identification of primary issues

2. Value to the Task Force

3. Support to the conclusions and recommendations

4. Value in providing general V/STOL information

All data presented to the Defense Science Board Task Force is considered to
be released from proprietary restrictions, however, unclassified material should
be handled on a need-to-know basis.
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CNO SEA BASED AIR MASTER STUDY PLAN

CURRENTLSTUDIES

* AIRCRAFT ALTERNATIVES - V/STOL
- STOVL
- STOL
- CTOL

o CILOP - CILOP

o COMMlISSIONED SHIPS - PRIMARY AVIATION SHIPS
- AIR CAPABLE SHIPS

o COMIERCIAL AVIATION SHIPS - COMMERCIAL AVIATION SHIPS

v AIR LAUNCHED WEAPONS - AIR LAUNCHED WEAPONS

s SHIP LAUNCHED/SLAT WEAPONS - SHIP LAUNCHED/SLAT WEAPONS

s MARITIME PATROL AIRCRAFT - LAND BASED NAVAL AIR

9 C3 - C3

o LOGISTICS - LOGISTICS

* DISTRIBUTED FORCES CONCEPTS - V/STOL OPS CON

- STOVE OPS CON

- STOL OPS CON

- CTOL OPS CON

* ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON - FORCE REQUIREMENTS

OF ALTERNATIVE SEA AND EMPLOYMENT

BASED AIR FORCES - FORCE LEVELS

- TRANSITION PLAN

- INVENTORY COST AND

COST EFFECTIVENESS
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PRELIMINARY INDICATIONS

NAVY SEA-BASED AIR-MASTER PLAN

o V/STOL LARGER, HEAVIER AND MORE EXPENSIVE THAN CTOL

o AIR CAPABLE SHIPS WITH FEWER THAN 5 OR 6 AIRCRAFT NOT COST

EFFECTIVE (EXCEPT LAMPS)

o STOL OPERATIONS IMPRACTICAL ON CAVS (V/STOL AND STOVL ONLY)

o IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED IN AIRBORNE RADAR AND TERMINAL SEEKER FOR

SLAT

o FOLLOW-ON MPA WILL BE EXPENSIVE. WILL NEED STUDIES ON TRADEOFFS

BETWEEN MPA/SBA

o REQUIRE INCREASED ELOS COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING

CAPABI LITY

o INCREASED LOGISTICS COSTS DUE TO DISPERSAL

o EFFECTIVENESS OF DISPERSAL IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO SCENARIO

ASSUMPTIONS ON ENEMY TARGET CAPABILITY AND U,S, WEAPONS

EFFECTIVENESS
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BASING FEASIBILITY

0 BASING REQUIREMENTS SCENARIO DEPENDENT

o V/STOL FORWARD BASE CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS

DEPENDENT ON AVAILABILITY OF EXISTING FACILITIES

(ROADS, GRASS FIELDS) THAT CAN SUPPORT V/STOL OPS

O V/STOL OPERATIONS FEASIBLE FROM CV, AMPHIBIOUS

OR MODIFIED MSC SHIPS AND BARGES

O ASSAULT ECHELON OF AMPHIBIOUS SHIPPING CAN CARRY*

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT TO CONSTRUCT A V/STOL

FACILITY (1000'x72' RUNWAY w/100000 FT2 OF PARKING4

TAXIWAYS AND LIGHTING)
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PROVEN ADVANTAGES OF VSTOL LIGHT ATTACK AIRCRAFT

The basic advantage of a VSTOL capability is increased combat versatility.
The U. S. Marine Corps has developed the VSTOL concept and has this versatility
organic within its light attack forces. The advantages resulting from VSTOL
aircraft and their integration into the Corps are included in the following
listing.

OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGES

o Operate anywhere, land anytime, on time, routinely
and safely, within established regulations,
including:

o Forward area sites in close support of ground
troops

o Amphibious ships in close support of beachhead
forces

o Aircraft carriers and platform decks as
optional basing during amphibious operations

o Conventional bases even if runways have been
damaged

o Remote concealed sites for dispersion
o Road segments or other austere sites for

convenience and economy
o Operate with a 300 ft ceiling and 3/4 m

visibility at sea (CCA available)

o Concentration or dispersal of forces
o Under 2 minutes scramble time
o 11 minute response time
o 1400 nm unrefueled ferry range, 600 gallons

of external fuel
0 Jet cruise speeds
o Air refueling for long distance ferry
o Initial supply by helicopter, routine supply

by truck, rail, etc.
o Ability to operate at sea or ashore for extended

tours of duty
o Austere site operation; grass strip, woods,

roads, etc.

o Economy of Forces
o Ground rather than air loiter
o High sortie rate - Max. 10/day
o Self defensive operations permitted without

air cover in emergency situations
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ITEM

o Conservation of Energy
o Ground loiter saves fuel, lubricants, and wear

and tear
o No EAF required - saves men, equipment, fuel

and facilities
o Short mission legs due to forward bz-inq saves

provisioning and supply of fuel

o Attack Force Efficiency
o High sortie rate
o Quick response time

o High total ordnance on target
o Harrier Trainer Combat Capable

o Self-Defense Capability
o Emergency operations in hostile environment are

permitted without air cover
o AV-8A is small, emits negligible smoke and is

hard to detect, particularly in look down
o Thrust vectoring provides maneuverability

and speed agility
o Excellent AI2-9 (Sidewinder) capability with

SEAM

o Safety Aspects
o Incorporates built-in-test philosophy
o Outstanding safety record
o In vingborne flight near stall, departure is in

roll and the aircraft is highly spin resistant
o Slow takeoff and landing speeds
o Land anywhere - afloat or ashore (within

established regulations)

o Survivability
o Dispersal capability to many sites
o High speed target penetration, good low altitude

riding qualities
o Thrust vectoring for speed control and turn

rate results in decreased threat exposure
o Ground loiter provides less exposure than air

loiter
o Thrust vectoring used in jinking maneuvers

provides an evasive flight path through ground
based defenses

6
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ITEM

o High Target Effectiveness
o Optimum speed attack
o High angle attack
o Thrust vectoring for flight path control
o Ability to carry and deliver a wide range of

ordnance for many different targets
o Quick response to support ground forces in

transient situations
o Twin 30m cannon

o Improves the Marine Corps Air/Ground Concept
o Fixed wing aircraft and helicopter have common

basing capabilities
o Simplifies command and control
o Does not require EAF or other elaborate base

equipment
o Will provide helicopter support and fire

suppression

CONCEPT ADVANTAGES

" Improved Response/Sortie Rate
o Based near conflict areal
o Short sortie duration
o Good target opportunities
o Handle peak request rate
o Responsive to Marine ground forces potential

deployment scenarios
o Closer integration of helicopter/fixed wing

attack forces
o Responsive to other missions and tasks

o AV-8A is Capable of Other Missions
o Tactical Air Controller (Airborne)
o Armed Reconnaissance/Observation
o Interdiction

o Deck Launch Intercept
o Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES

o Thrust vectoring control for take off, inflight

and landing
.o High thrust to weight ratio in combat
o Good specific fuel consumption at high power settings
o Small, simple aircraft
o Integral start capability and APU
o Versatile short takeoff aircraft with payload

increasing rapidly with increased takeoff distance
o Reaction control system provided for hovering,

slow speed flight, and in air combat
o Turbofan engine sized for landing/takeoff and combat
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TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES (Continued)

o Engine optimized for VSTOL
o Countet rotating spools eliminate gyroscopic

forces
o Overspeed provides lift thrust ratings for

vertical flight
o Water injection restores thrust at hight

temperatures
o Stable but agile bomb delivery platform
o Unique all-ship suitability is due to the landing

and takeoff agility with thrust vectoring (no
catapult or arresting gear used)

o Air transportable by CH-53
o Direct lift control

o Inflight
o Landing and takeoff

o Ski-jump capability

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES WITH AV-8B

o More payload for same radius
o More radius for same payload
o Unrefueled ferry from West Coast to Hawaii
o More vertical lift
o Reduced STO distance
o More accurate weapon delivery
o Improved flight handling qualities
o Reduced pilot workload
o Head-up TVC use in ACK
o Increased Reliability
o Decreased Maintenance
o Survivability enhancement features
o Technology advances

o Lift improvement devices
o Composite structure (wing and forward fuselage)
o Supercritical wing airfoils
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22,6179

UNITED KINGDOM MINISTRY OF DEFENCE BRIEFING FOR US DEFENSE

SCIENCE BOARD TASK FORCE ON VSTOL, PHASE II.

MOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS, V\EDNEDAY, JUNE 27, 1979.

UNITED KINGDOM OPERATIONAL EXPERIEnCE WITH HARRIER AND FUTURE

VSTOL MISSION POSSIBILITIES.

Introduction

Mr Chairman, Gentlemen.

1. My name is Don Harper and I am Deputy Chief Scientist, Royal

Air Force, and I also have responsibilities in the management of

aircraft research for all three United Kingdom Services. I have

been associated with VSTOL aircraft technology for over twenty years.

2. I want to say just a very few words by way of introduction to

this presentation.. The United Kingdom Ministry of Defence very much

appreciates this opportunity to appear before you. We believe we

have something unique to offer in addressing your subject and in

particular what I take to be perhaps the key point in the Memorandum

sent you by the Under Secretary of Defense, Research and Engineering.'

I quote - "The preferred question is, what are the real

naval/military uses of VSTOL based on current and f.asible future

technology, etc," unquote.

3. The British experience with fixed-wing VSTOL aircraft has been

based on just that approach; we foresaw the vulnerability of large

bases on land and at sea, we evolved the vectored-thrust aircraft

technology and we have devised military uses, both ship and shore

based, of such an aircraft, the British Aerospace Harrier, which you

know better, perhaps, as the AV-8A, and we are now in the course of

projecting forward possible expansions of such uses based on

feasible future technology. Air Commodore Merriman, of the Royal
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Air Force, will first describe the RAF's experience and thinking for

the future and he will be followed by Commander Milner, Royal Navy,

who will cover similar ground from the Royal Navy's point of view.

These presentations contain material up to Secret level. Gentlemen,

may I introduce Air Commoiore ?Yerrirpn.

..... 000 ...

Concluding Remarks

1. Mr Chairman, Gentlemen. I want to make one final point.

Cdr Milner mentioned the commonly held view that VSTOL aircraft do

not have the performance of conventional aircraft. This is something

of a myth as far as vectored-thrust VSTOL aircraft are concerned. If

the runway length nee'ed by conventional aircraft is available,

vectored-thrust VSTOL aircraft can be operated conventionally and, up

to the limit of their weapon attachment points' capacity, can have

similar payload/range performance as an otherwise equivalent

conventional aircraft. The vectored-thrust VSTOL aircraft, however,

can continue to operate, with reduced payload or range, when

operating surface length becomes too short for conventional aircraft

to operate at all.

2. I hope this necessarily brief overview of the UK's VSTOL

experience and thinking for the future has been helpful to you in

your task. We should very much welcome further discussion tomorrow

should you require it, for example, perhaps to touch more than we

have had time for today on possible technological developments and

to go into more detail on operational aspects for the future. Also,

the fourth member of our team here today, Mr Frank Wood of our
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Defence Equipment Staff in Washington DC will be pleased to try

to provide anwers to any further questions which might arise when

you return to your offices. It might be convenient, perhaps to .-
0

channel these through your Executive Secretary. Thank you,

gentlemen.
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NAVY V/STOL MISSIONS

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

27 June 1979

Woods Hole, MA

I. SUBJECT AREA: Review of existing and potential mission
needs that could be fulfilled by V/STOL
type aircraft and launch platforms.

II. A. NAVY MISSION (TITLE 10, U.S.C.)

-- Prompt and sustained combat operations at sea
in support of U.S. national interests

B. NAVY FUNCTIONS (DODD 5000.1)

-- Seek out and destroy enemy naval forces
-- Gain, maintain general naval supremacy
-- Control vital sea areas, protect vital SLOCs
-- Establish, maintain local sea, air superiority

in area of naval operations
-- Seize and defend advanced naval bases

C. NAVAL FORCE CHARACTERISTICS

-- Mobile (geographic, political)
-- Flexible (in compositior. and capability)
-- Self supporting (ready on arrival)

III. FUNDAMENTAL WARFARE SUPPORTING WARFARE
TASKS TASKS

o ANTIAIR WARFARE 0 OCEAN SURVEILLANCE

- Air Superiority 0 INTELLIGENCE
- Air Defense

- Imagery
o ANTISURFACE WARFARE - Reconnaissance

- Distant Operations 0 COMMAND, CONTROL,

- Close Operations COMMUNICATIONS (q3)

o ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE 0 ELECTRONIC WARFARE

- Distant Operations 0 LOGISTICS
- Close Operations

- Long Haul Resupply

o MINE WARFARE - Local Resupply
- Repair

- Offensive
- Countermeasures
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FUNDAMENTAL WARFARE SUPPORTING WARFARE

TASKS TASKS

o STRIKE WARFARE

- Nuclear
- Conventional

0 AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

- Vertical Assault
- Over the Beach

- Close Support

IV. 0 Manned, tactical sea based aircraft will continue to
play a vital role in accomplishing the above missions,
functions and tasks.

V. WHY SEA BASED AIRCRAFT?

-- Unique Capability to:

o Expand surveillance and weapons range
o Provide quick reaction, concentration of force
o Complement strengths and compensate for

limitations in other platforms (ships, subs,
"smart" weapons, satellites)

-- PLUS, the "person-in-the-loop" has proved indispensable
in handling unprogrammed contingencies.

VI. WHY V/STOL?

o CTOL is great, but,

-- Wind over deck requirements limit ship maneuverability,
SOA, screening force effectiveness

-- Launch and recovery operation requires large deck
area, respots "foul the deck" for flight ops

-- CATS/arresting gear essential. Extremely reliable,
but can be damaged.

-- Carrier proficiency requires fairly extensive,
repeated training. Boarding rate sensitive to sea
state.

-- Sea Based Air presence determined by number of carriers
available.

o V/STOL largely overcomes CTOL limitations, provides
equivalent combat performance.
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o Nothing is free. V/STOL range-payload is less for
equal cost, (or more expensive for equal range-
payload). Logistic support cost is greater for
dispersed vice concentrated aircraft.

VII. V/STOL AIRCRAFT/PLATFORM POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE SEA
BASED MISSION NEEDS

A. ANTI-AIR WARFARE

-- V/STOL aircraft, platforms offer unrestricted
launch, recovery operations in air defense.
(This capability could be critical)

-- Forward basing of AEW, fighters increases
warning time, DLI effectiveness. (Isolated
platforms do not have mutual SAM support)

B. ANTI-SURFACE WARFARE

-- V/STOL about the same as CTOL on CVBG strikes.
CTOL may have greater range-payload, but
advantage partially offset by lightweight,
smart weapons. (Expense may limit weapons
availability - undesirable, but is a conscious
trade-off).

-- Main advantage is increased surveillance,.OTHDC&T,
and weapons delivery within non-carrier units.
(ASM, SLAT)

C. ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

-- In multi-based formation, decreases aircraft
required-to maintain acoustic sensor field

-- Hover capability to deploy and recover acoustic
arrays (not LAMPS mission)

-- Extends LAMPS coverage in non-carrier units
-- Provides deck launched vice airborne pouncer

capability
-- V/STOL aircraft on merchant ships (CAVS) is

unique V/STOL capability. Cost-effectiveness
under study.

D. MINE WARFARE

-- Weight/drag of current mine inventory limits
V/STOL mine laying capability to short range or
specialized missions

-- Mine sweep capability exists in low disc loading
V/STOL designs. Main advantage is high transit
speed.
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E. STRIKE WARFARE

-- Similar to antisurface warfare
-- Addition of power projection capability,

including RECCE, flexible targeting, and
damage assessment to non-carrier units is a
limited but significant new capability.

F. AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

-- Again, quick response and basing flexibility
are advantages. USMC rep will amplify.

-- Use of amphib platforms by V/STOL VF/VA
when assault aircraft m6ve ashore is an added
advantage, but needs further development of
logistics support.

G. INTELLIGENCE/SURVEILLANCE

-- Major V/STOL advantage accrues in non-carrier
operations. Quick response, extended range and
area coverage. Compensates for loss of capability
during ship EMCON.

H. COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS (C3)

-- OTH comms and data relay is not unique to V/STOL.
Adding this capability to non-carrier units
greatly increases effectiveness of all other
missions. (ASW, ASUWP, etc.)

I. ELECTRONIC WARFARE

-- System capabilities similar to advanced CTOL.
Main advantage is quick response. Cover and
deception potential is under study. (slow speed,
hover mode)

J. LOGISTICS

-- VTOL (i.e. V/STOL)/STOVL capability, combined
with basing, staging flexibility offers great
potential for resupply to and within fleet
units.

-- In the unfortunate event of battle damage to CTOL
carrier, VOD of critical supplies/personnel can
reduce repair times.

VIII. SUMMARY

V/STOL acft/platform potential to meet Navy, Marine
mission needs derives from fewer restrictions on
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flight ops, basing flexibility, and highly capable
mission performance based on advances in aircraft,
weapons, and subsystems technology.

o Therefore, CTOL-V/STOL comparison cannot be made

on basis of one-on-one aircraft flyoff.

o Basis for comparison is CNO Sea Based Air Master

Study Plan.

o Regardless of outcome, DSB support of critical
V/STOL technologies will benefit the eventual
winner.
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V/STOL PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY

LEWIS V/STOL PROPULSION PROGRAM

INLETS

NOZZLES

THRUST MODULATION

CONTROLS

LEWIS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS APPLICABLE TO V/STOL PROPULSION

ENERGY .EFFICIENT ENGINE (E3)

VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE (VCE)

HELICOPTER TRANSMISSION PROGRAM

ADDITIONAL V/STOL TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

DUCTING AND VALVING

HIGH COMPRESSOR BLEED

LIFT ENGINES

RALS PROPULSION SYSTEM

EJECTOR LIFT SYSTEM

LIFT FANS
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THE VECTORED-THRUST PRINCIPLE

Nozzles rotate in unison giving
thrust vector through

__ aircraft centre of gravity

p1

Single engine at
aircraft centre

of gravity

Compact, quick-acting vectoring system

ADVANTAGES OF VECTORED-THRUST

* Only one extra cockpit lever required - to control nozzle
thrust vector angle

*0 Manual control of jet-borne flight stability and transition
to wingborne flight

* Vectoring in forward flight (VIFF) enhances combat
effectiveness

* Single large engine reduces cost and performance degradation

* Vectoring nozzles reduce duration and hence adverse effects
of exhaust energy near ground
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THE SEA HARRIER

a.9

AIRCRAFT CHANGES FROM GR Mk 3 TO SEA HARRIER

2 lo o" cow~i- .h...w..d mo.rm 1.. -- WAAGW .WASOW

PEGASUS FOR SEA HARRIER -O4ESIGN CHANGES
Alumnium fan aintetmedsate
casings, with life m1~overrient

Of atl ferrous based rmtorraf
STATUS -IN PRODUCTION
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AIRFRAME CONSIDERATIONS
* Jet effects - Ground erosion

in VTOL Hot gas recirculationLift losses Jet reaction control
system using HP~~bleed air .

Short. high-curvature .

intake duct -distortion
at intake face

Bicycle landing gear retracting Rear fuselage
into fuselage for aerodynamic skin heating from
reasons rear nozzles

ENGINE CONSIDERATIONS
Snubbered fan blades and 0 Special fuel control system
wire-laced turbine blades to cope with large bleed
to damp vibration requirements and water injection
(due to
short
intake and
exhaust
ducts)

Nozzles causing
vibration problems
due to proximity
to fan and

0 turbine rotors

Linked nozzles
driven by air-powered
servo motor through Water injection for
gearing, shafts and chains - special rating system
simple and reliable
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Supporting Data

Avionicsf Weapons
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STO LAUNCH COMPARISON

Flat deck Endspeed 90 kt
launch Airspeed 110 ki L-

hit200 ft + .....................Endspeed 60Okt
Airspeed 110 kt -- ised 80k
t = 10sec lMean,

Ski-jump 4c)-k c&/
launch *=

Wind-over-deck 20 knots
12 f * Deckrun required is proportional to (endspeed) 2

(60)2
120 to150 *Ski -jump deckrun (90) of flat deckrun ( <50%)

* MUCH reduced deckrun at given weight
18ftum~k * Increased payload from given deck
- - -- - - -Ski-ump onsierable 'build -in' WO D

SBenefits * Ship endurance extended

L 0* Launch independent of deck pitch motion

I120 SKI-JUMP LAUNCH
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TYPICAL HARRIER SHIPBORNE MISSIONS

RECONNAISSANCE 20 000 sq/nm

low level

INTERCEPTION/ FIGHTER PATROL STRIKE

STAND-OFF

100 200 300 400
RADIUS-nm 250 nm RADIUS 20-50 nm
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APPENDIX D

DISTRIBUTION

Secretary of Defense
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Office of Science and Technology Policy, White House
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA)
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy
Director, Net Assessment, OSD
Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
Principal Deputy Under Secretaries of Defense for Research and Engineering
Deputy Under Secretary for Research and Engineering (TWP)
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy)
Assistant Secretary of Defense (PA&E)
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (PA&E/GPP)
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Director, Joint Staff
Director, J-5
Director, C

3S
Memters, Defense Science Board
Senior Consultants, Defense Science Board
Members, Defense Science Board Task Force on Surface Ship Vulnerability

Secretary of the Navy
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (RE&S)
Chief of Naval Operations
Vice Chief of Naval Operations
Commander- in-Chief, Atlantic
Commander-in-Chief, Pacific
Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic Fleet
Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet
Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Naval Forces, Europe
Director, Navy Program Planning Office, OP-090
Director, Navy Command and Control, OP-094
Director, Navy Antisubmarine Warfare Programs, OP-095
Director, Navy Systems Analysis, OP-96
Director, Navy Research, Development, Test and Evaluation, OP-098
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Surface Warfare), OP-O3
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Logistics), OP-04
Deputy Chief of Nuval Operations (Air Warfare), OP-05
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Plans, Policy and Operations), OP-06
Director of Naval Intelligence, OP-009
Director of Naval Surface Combat Systems Division, OP-35
Navy V/STOL Program Coordinator, OP-05V
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Commander, Naval Air Systems Command
Commander, Naval Ship Engineering Center
Executive Director, CNO Executive Panel, OP-OOK
Naval Research Advisory Committee
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Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps
Director, Plans Division, MC-PL
Director, Operations Division, MC-OTOO
Director, Requirements and Programs Division, MC-RP
Director, Aviation Plans Policy and Requirements Division, MC-AP

Secretary of the Army
Under Secretary of the Army
Assistant Secretary of the Army (RD&A)
Chief of Staff
Vice Chief of Staff
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, DAMO-ZA
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition, DAMA-ZA
Aviation Systems Division, DAMA-WSA

Secretary of the Air Force
Under Secretary of the Air Force
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for RD&L
ChieJ of Staff
Vice Chief of Staff
Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, AF/NB
Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans and Readiness, AF/XO
Deputy Chief of Staff, Program and Evaluation, AF/PA
Deputy Chief of Staff, Research, Development and Acquisition, AF/RD
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